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European Democrat Students (EDS) is a pan-European centre-right 
student and youth political association representing over 1 600 000 
students in 44 member organisations from 35 countries in Europe. 
It advocates for a free, democratic and united Europe through a 
greater student mobility and comprehensive education policies 
across the continent.

Founded in 1961, EDS is one of the oldest and biggest youth or-
ganisations in Europe. The three pillars of EDS originally stood for 
Conservatism, Liberalism and Christian-Democracy. Today, EDS 
grew into a large family which has an outlook that is various, rich and 
unique, represented by the name ‘Democrat’: Here, student organ-
isations, political youth organisations as well as center-right NGOs 
come together to shape modern centre-right policies for Europe.
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Dear friends and  
supporters of EDS,
another year follows the last, and it is time that this bureau presented its achievements to you. We have worked hard, did 
new things never tried before, and moved the organisation forward. Thus, it is our privilege to present to you the Annual 
Report of the European Democrat Students for 2011/2012. It is published at the XLII Annual Meeting in Sopron, Hungary, 
during the XXXVI. Summer University, 15-20 July 2012.
Europe and its politicians are talking about the debt crisis, what we want to achieve, where Europe should be by 2020 or even 
2050. It is our belief that reforms are the most crucial future engine of growth and where else to start if not with education. 
That is why in this Annual Report we present the fruits of our labour. The main carrier of our beliefs and message of this year 
was the “Knowledge is Power” campaign. Supported by various Prime Ministers and European leaders, its message got out 
to our members, and was disseminated on to many more. John Kotter in his famous books about adapting to change wrote 
that only those who are able to adapt and change fast in this never stopping world are going to be able to succeed. Europe 
has a potential in its brainpower, and building on skills, innovative approaches to education and reform of it, are some of the 
ideas we presented in this campaign. You will be able to read about it in a special section of this annual report and how we 
see our options to get out of this crisis.
When an organisation is 50 years old, it is about time to put all of its history in one spot. EDS was able thanks to determined 
alumni and activists to publish its 2nd edition of “Students on the Right Way”; our comprehensive history book.
EDS always stood up for the weak and defenceless. We did so in this year’s human rights work. The motions you will read 
on China and others are only a part of our efforts. EDS published a statement and took part in IYDU’s global initiative to 
protest against the violence in Syria. EDS was and still is alarmed and objects to the Egyptian authorities’ handling of interna-
tional NGOs, the attempted arrests of our partners such as the International Republican Institute and the Konrad Adenauer 
Stiftung, and the prosecution of the local Egyptian staff.
Since the Annual Meeting last year in Vienna, EDS has grown to unprecedented numbers, currently representing 44 mem-
ber organisations from 36 countries amounting to 1.6 million students and young people. This makes EDS the largest polit-
ical youth organisation in Europe. This is a historical and unprecedented number and carries greater responsibilities, which 
this year’s bureau was successful in tackling.
This year’s Annual Meeting is taking place in Sopron, the place where the iron curtain was opened for the first time in 1989. 
The Pan-European picnic and its significance will be dominating our Summer University, and we will be happy to see many 
symbols of this event and its meaning for our unified Europe. In those days, EDS stood up for the weak from the East, now 
they are EU and NATO members. It showed its determination to fight for a unified continent with the first trans-border 
Summer University in Vienna-Prague, 1990. This cross-border Summer University with Eisenstadt, Austria is continuing this 
message and symbolism, and sends out a strong message to the countries outside the EU, that EDS stood always for our 
one common continent.
Finally, I hope you will enjoy reading this Annual Report and I wish to thank you all, for your continuous support, constructive 
criticism, and active engagement in moving this organisation to higher and further destinations. In the next edition of our 
history book, time will show if our upcoming year was also successful!

Juraj Antal,  
Chairman

Chairman’s letter
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Dear Friends of the European Democrat Students, 
the past year has been a challenging one in European politics. Our citizens and institutions have faced an enduring economic and financial crisis that, according 
to some, threatens 60 years’ worth of accomplishments in integration and collaboration. Young people and students are disproportionately affected by recession 
and unemployment. The EPP family is acutely aware of this. EDS will therefore have an important role to play in the efforts to overcome these challenges. The 
‘Knowledge is Power’ campaign should be at the heart of your activities. As the Europeans who will have to live with the choices we make today, pushing for 
investment in higher education and research funding is key to overcoming the crisis both now and for future generations. Higher education and research play 
a central role in sustainable economic growth.
Furthermore, economic issues have clear political consequences that touch on the basics of the European Project. It is precisely when unemployment, lack 
of opportunities and uncertainty about the future abound that populism and extremism become a real danger to our societies. Extremists at both ends of the 
political spectrum would have us believe that our current woes are a consequence of the integration and exchanges, which have allowed our continent to live 
in unprecedented peace and prosperity. 
This is where EDS has a crucial role to play. As a direct link between the future  European generation and the EPP family in general, EDS must serve as a bridge 
between the present and the future. As students linked to the largest political family on the continent, your role is to teach and learn at the same time. You must 
take advantage of the doors opened by the EPP, its member parties and organisations and disseminate this knowledge to your fellow students. By fighting against 
disaffection and cynicism you help to build a future generation of Europeans committed to the Common Project who understand its history, the challenges 
involved in such an ambitious and innovative endeavour and the potential of what we are striving to achieve. 
On the other hand, you must bring the fears, hopes and criticisms of those around you to the attention of your political family. In doing so you can ensure our 
policy responses and initiatives are grounded on the real problems faced by citizens every day, therefore being relevant and responsive to their needs. Throughout 
the history of EDS this has always been the case and in doing so you have displayed the ability to draw from the basic principles of the EPP: freedom, solidarity, 
subsidiarity and sustainability.

This year also marked the publication of Students on the right way: European Democrat 
Students 1961-2011, the book detailing the history of EDS released as an update of the 
2002 version.  I would like to congratulate you on this publication, one which provides a 
comprehensive insight into the valuable contribution EDS has made and, I am convinced, 
will continue to make. 
In 2012 we celebrate 20 years of the Maastricht Treaty and the Internal Market, which 
propelled European integration into the 21st century after years of Eurosclerosis. We find 
ourselves at what could be the beginning of another round of Europeanisation, despite the 
difficulties and fears. EDS’s efforts will certainly help Europeans overcome these doubts 
and build a stronger continent in the decades to come, providing fresh impetus to take 
on the challenges. 

Wilfried Martens, 
President of the European People’s Party 

greetings

EP
P

This year, the European Demo-
crat Students celebrates fifty 
years of political action, half a 
century of relentless support for 
freedom, democracy and human 
rights. And as I highlighted in my 
book ‘Europe: I struggle, I over-
come’, Europe is no longer what 
it was fifty years ago. Look at 
your organisation: it was founded 
by young European political lead-
ers in a Europe divided into the 
West and the East. It was stu-
dents, young people like you, who 
first dared to dream of a united 
but diverse and thriving Europe, 
and it was people like you that 
finally realised this dream. Now, 
the old divisions are distant shadows of the past: nation 
states are cooperating harmoniously and multiculturalism 
and inter-religious tolerance are increasingly present.

But even though things are much brighter now than they 
were fifty years ago, Europe is still struggling. In 2010 the 
crisis left behind its victims with several economies collaps-
ing and in need of bailouts; EU leaders were forced to take 
difficult decisions without any delay. 

Tony Barber, former Brussels bureau chief for the Finan-
cial Times, was right in saying that the essential ingredient 
for rebuilding Europe’s economic growth potential is politi-
cal will. What are the other necessary ingredients for a 
good recipe for Europe’s recovery? Packages of economic 
measures aimed at reinforcing economic governance and 
making public finances more sustainable, instruments to 
foster competitiveness and employment, and creation of 
the European Financial Stability Facility. These are all neces-
sary ingredients to pave the way out of the crisis for the EU. 
But one ingredient should always be included: values. More 
precisely, the values our political family has always upheld: 
solidarity, subsidiarity and sustainability.

In the context of this crisis, solidarity means that the eco-
nomic collapse in one country affects all others - inside as 
well as outside of the Eurozone - the failure of one is the 
failure of all. Consequently, there is a clear obligation for the 
strong to help the weak and that is why mutual economic 
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and fiscal supervision is so im-
portant. We should all be well 
aware of this interdependence 
and interrelatedness.

Another ingredient needed for 
Europe’s recovery is subsidi-
arity. Reinforced economic gov-
ernance must remain limited to 
the indispensable and must not 
endanger diversity, creativity 
and dynamism. It should focus 
solely on avoiding a repetition 
of the debt crisis, increasing 
coordination and addressing 
macroeconomic imbalances on 
the basis of the Social Market 
Economy. 

After adding a handful of sustainability, envisaged in better 
regulation and a new European financial architecture, all in-
gredients should be mixed together with common sense to 
get a more secure and prosperous European Union. 

Our political family should play a leading role in this proc-
ess. But to succeed and to implement this recipe in prac-
tice, we need you. Young and enthusiastic people all over 
 Europe to meet, to talk, to share the experience with each 
other and to spread the message of this recipe around 
the world. Our needs and the challenges that lay ahead of 
us are changing, but our values should remain the same. 
We might temporarily take two steps forward and one step 
back but the most important thing is to stay involved and to 
make progress. 

With this in mind, I would like to commemorate EDS’ 
five decades of successful political work and urge you to 
continue to live up to the traditions of EDS in the coming 
years. You have to occupy the first line of political action; 
you have to be there to inspire us to overcome anything that 
comes between us and our common vision of Europe. 

Wilfried Martens
President of the European People’s Party

Greetings greetings

Dear friends,
young people will have to carry Europe’s future further. That new genera-
tions are committed to doing so is clear from the work and activities of the 
European Democratic Students over the past year. I want to particularly con-
gratulate the European Democrat Students for the “Knowledge is Power” 
initiative. Let me tell you why.
We are going through exceptional times. Youth unemployment has reached 
unacceptable levels as a result of the crisis. To come out of this crisis, we 
need to give a comprehensive response. First, we need fiscal consolidation, 
because without sound public finances we will not rebuild confidence in our 
economies. Secondly, we need structural reform to increase our competitive-
ness and to put our economies on a sustainable growth path. And thirdly, we 
need to stimulate growth through targeted investment at EU level and have 
the necessary financing instruments for that.
The Commission is fully aware that fiscal consolidation is very painful for cit-
izens. But the reality is that we cannot simply continue to live beyond our 
means.
At the same time, the path to balanced budgets must be done in a smart 
and sustainable way. I have consistently called on Member States not to cut 

public expenditure in the context of growth enhancing measures, notably in areas such as education, research and innovation.
Education is not only a source of personal fulfilment and development. It equips people with knowledge and skills which are necessary for tomorrow’s societies and 
economy. Today and tomorrow, Europe’s model for growth and competitiveness must be based on new knowledge, on creativity and innovation; growth that respects 
our environment; and growth which is inclusive, which generates high-quality employment and involves as many citizens as possible.
The European Commission is setting a good example by proposing significant increases in European level investment in these areas in the period up to 2020: almost 18 
Billion Euro for the next financial period and thus 40 per cent more for education; 80 Billion Euro or 60 per cent more for research and innovation. More than 80 Billion 
Euro for the European Social Fund. And I could continue with more examples.
It is now up to our Member States and the European Parliament to demonstrate their ambition for a true European growth budget. A European budget that is based on 
the principles of responsible spending and solidarity. A budget that creates European added value by investing in human resources and infrastructure on a transnational 
basis and where national budgets cannot do the job. A European budget that supports Member States in the implementation of our common Europe 2020 Strategy for 
growth and jobs, so that we solidify the basis for a vibrant and united Europe in the future. And, a Europe of peace, democracy and stability.
I therefore salute the “Knowledge is Power” initiative and I wish the European Democrat Students every success in this endeavour.

José Manuel Barroso, 
President of the European Commission
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Ladies and Gentlemen,  
Dear Students, Dear Friends! 
It is an honour for me to have been asked to share some ideas with you at the European 
Democrat Students Annual Report 2012. This year we celebrate the 55th anniversary of 
the signing the Treaty of Rome. On  23 March 1957, representatives of Belgium, Germany, 
France, Italy, Luxemburg, and the Netherlands came to Rome to sign the Treaty Establish-
ing the European Economic Community (TEEC), also known as the Treaty of Rome. With 
this significant treaty an important milestone on the path from  demolition and destruction 
towards freedom and reconciliation was laid out. The wonder of European Integration was 
initiated, a wonder which reached its peak in 2004 when, along with Cyprus and Malta, 
eight former Communist countries from Central and Eastern Europe became part of the 
European Union (EU). This was only achieved due to the spirit of mutual trust which, 
despite all critics, has made the story of the EU so successful.
Although the EU currently faces immense challenges, with several nations facing national 
debt crises whilst high youth unemployment shakes Europe to the core, overcoming this 
situation will strengthen us in the long run. Until that time it is our duty and responsibility 
as European citizens to stand up for our common belief in the European Union and to de-

fend the concept of a common European idea against the pessimistic voices who claim Europe to be a loss rather than a benefit. It is time to renew the trust our 
heads of government had in a continent 55 years ago that was scarred by death, hatred and destruction. May we never forget that the EU brought us freedom 
and prosperity - a yet to be lived dream for many men and women outside the European borders. Youth associations like the European Democrat Students have 
an especially important role to play in this process as the young will shape the Europe of tomorrow.
Today more than ever we are witnessing important developments in the world. For instance, the challenge of clean energy and the responsibility to protect our 
environment. Also, the post-revolutionary developments in many Arab countries and the European responsibility to be a reliable partner and friend to their newly 
elected governments. Undoubtedly every generation has to master specific challenges and it is the task of politics to find adequate answers to overcome them. 
In order to find the right solutions to handle these challenges it is of the utmost importance to carry on the visions of Europe’s founding fathers and to promote 
the European spirit among generations to come. 
The former German Chancellor Helmut Kohl once said “Visionaries are the true realists in history”. Nothing seems more true when we look at European Integra-
tion today.  The European Union will not break apart: over the last six decades we successfully brought 27 individual nation states together into a strong union 
that is based on common values: the dignity of man, human rights, freedom, democracy, peace, the rule of law and solidarity. The vision of the founding fathers 
of the EU, particularly Robert Schuman, Alcide de Gasperi and Konrad Adenauer, have finally become reality. Today we are unified thanks to all the visionaries who 
never gave up their idea of freedom. The European Union is the greatest peace-project in the history of our continent, an achievement that we can be really proud 
of. However this great peace-project only has a future if we reach the hearts of our fellow Europeans around us. In this ambitious project, we can only succeed 
with the commitment of your generation. That is why I would like to encourage you once again: stay engaged with Europe and spread the European vision!
 

greetings

Dear friends,
on behalf of the European People’s Party (EPP) in the European Parliament, it is a pleasure to me to thank you year by year for your efforts carried out within the European 
Democrat Students framework. I would also like to warmly congratulate you for the constant commitment showed in defending and promoting our values.
More than ever, the European Union is at a crossroad. So, the Union needs benchmarks, energy and bravery. It also needs people like you: pursuing the goals of the Founding 
Fathers and animated by a distinguished perception of Europe. A Europe more integrated: in a nutshell, a more political Europe 
Nowadays, the economic and financial crisis persisting in Europe is strongly affecting young people. In January 2012, the average of the unemployment rate was about  
22,4 % within the Member States, skyrocketing at 40 % in some countries.
This situation is of great concern.  That’s why we are working to promote real opportunities for future generations. We are trying to build a Europe that becomes the most 
competitive and dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world, capable of sustainable economic growth with more and better jobs and greater social cohesion. How? 
With young people and high quality education that will foster innovation and entrepreneurship. 
The young people are tomorrow’s actors.  They will contribute to a sustained growth with the development and the improvement of their knowledge and skills. The EPP Group 
has been pledging for a better mobility for young workers and students. Therefore, we have created the initiative “Youth on the Move”, part of the Europe 2020 Strategy. That 
is an essential factor for a greater in-depth harmonization and convergence in Europe! 
The members of my political group are working on a daily basis to pursue this European integration.  I know that together, thanks to your commitment, we can successfully carry 
on this way. To conclude, last but not least, I would like to use this opportunity to thank you again for the remarkable quality of the work done with the annual report of the EDS 
association: “Students on the Right Ways“. It is a valuable instrument in the conduct of our actions. Be sure that we are looking forward to receiving your further contribution.
This is why I am very pleased to bring you this issue of BullsEye. The main topic is devoted to Knowledge is Power and how it can be understood in the context of the creative 
economy. I am also happy to announce the previously mentioned landmark in the life of EDS. On 9 May, EDS will be introducing its 2nd edition of the “Students on the Right 
Way” a history book of EDS written by Holger Thuss and this year’s Honorary Chairman, Bence Bauer. It is not every day that an organisation is able to publish a history book 
about itself, particularly when 50 years of our common past so well researched and drafted by our two authors. Another extraordinary event coming up before the summer is the 

Policy Days in Georgia. United Young 
National Movement and YSO Graali 
will be hosting us in this European 
country in the Caucasus. 
Lastly, I hope sincerely that ideas 
such as those of my peer will be erad-
icated from society once and for all. 
I wish that what we study, how we 
study it and the knowledge we gain 
from it will be transform into creative 
solutions for the future. I am excited 
about the creative economy’s impact 
in Europe in the long run. Are you?

Joseph Daul,  
Chairman of the EPP Group in the 

European Parliament

Hans-Gert Poettering,  
President of European Parliament ret. and Chairman of the Konrad Adenauer Stiftung
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Dear frienDs, 
On behalf of the Group of the European 
People’s Party (EPP) in the European Par-
liament, I first would like to warmly con-
gratulate you for your activities within the 
European Democrat Students and for your 
commitment to our common values. More 
than ever, the European Union needs con-
vinced young people, who carry the Euro-
pean message and take over the Europe-
an construction that was launched by its 
Founding Fathers in the 1950’s. 

The major challenges Europe is facing today are tests for 
European solidarity. Faced with criticism, with the rise of 
populist forces that exploit our citizens’ worries, we must 
hold tight. Far from putting European unity into question, 
the tensions that the Schengen Area and the Eurozone are 
 suffering from must bring us to strengthen European inte-
gration even further. The single currency and free movement 
of people are some of our greatest achievements. They are 
the cornerstones of the EU and of European integration. 

We must counter the attacks coming from those who never 
believed in them. However, we must adapt them to the new 
situations created by the financial crises and immigration 
waves coming from Southern countries. The solution to the 
Eurozone crisis will come with greater convergence of so-
cial and fiscal policies in the 27 Member states. As for the 
Schengen Area, its rules must be adapted while preserving 
the principle of free movement. 

The members of my political group in the European Parlia-
ment are committed to pursuing European integration in 
accordance with our common values. We know that we 
can count on you to continue this work in the future, and we 
thank you very much for this. 

All the best, 

Sincerely, 

Joseph Daul
Chairman of the EPP Group in the European Parliament

Dear frienDs, 
As Secretary General of the European 
 People’s Party it is my honour and pleasure 
to address you. The Annual Report reflects 
the diversity of your activities that we in the 
EPP so much appreciate. EDS celebrates its 
50th Anniversary this year and it is not a co-
incidence that your organisation is the  oldest 
in the European centre-right movement. 
For decades, a number of EDS activists have fought for the 
European ideas of freedom, democracy and human rights. 

The European Union with its focus on those same values is 
in itself a success story. With the reunification of our conti-
nent, Europe finally found its place and European Integration 
has proved to be for the benefit of the people. Most impor-
tant is to keep in mind those fellow Europeans who still live 
under persistent oppression and fear.

EDS, as an active organisation in the struggle for our com-
mon values and as a pioneer in opening new horizons and 
building bridges, plays an important role in the debates 
about the challenges of our continent. The elections for the 
European Parliament in 2014 will be different from those 
before, bringing political competition and choice. The Euro-
pean People’s Party as the biggest political family will have 
to tackle the key questions our European citizens are preoc-
cupied with. As a constant and reliable partner of the EPP 
and the force accentuating students’ interests and beliefs, 
EDS is asked to contribute with ideas, incentives, innovation 
and creativity. The European Identity EDS is calling for will be 
of utmost importance in the years to come. 

I have seen EDS doing impressive work in each area you 
are dealing with. With many resolutions adopted in our Po-
litical Assemblies, and constant contributions in the Working 
Groups, EDS has multiplied its impact. The newsletter and 
the newsmagazine are exemplary in communicating your posi-
tions, as are the conferences EDS organises. We were happy 
to see so many attending the Winter Universities in Brussels. 
With thousands of alumni EDS assembles a network of com-
mitted Europeans who shaped Europe over the decades. 

For the future I am happy to continue our fruitful cooperation 
and I wish you all the best for the decades to come – Europe 
needs you.  

Antonio López-Istúriz White
Secretary General European People’s Party

Greetings

Dear Friends,
as Secretary General of the European People’s Party it is my honour and pleasure to address you. For more than five decades, a number of EDS activists have 
fought for the European core values of freedom democracy and human rights. EDS is an active organisation in the struggle for our common values, a pioneer 
in opening new horizons and in building bridges playing an important role in the debates about the challenges of our continent. The Annual Report gathers and 
reflects EDS initiatives and activities we in the EPP deeply appreciate and it is not a coincidence that EDS is the oldest student organisation in the European 
centre-right movement as well illustrated in the EDS book “Students on the right way. European Democrat Students 1961-2011” presented at the European 
Parliament in May.
The European Union with its focus on those same values is in itself a success story. With the reunification of our continent Europe finally found its place and 
European Integration has proved its invaluable benefit to the people. However it is most important to keep those fellow Europeans who still live under persistent 
oppression and fear in mind. 
The elections for the European Parliament in 2014 will be different from the previous ones, the European People’s Party as the largest political family will have to 
tackle the key questions our European citizens are preoccupied with. 
As a constant and reliable partner of the EPP and as the driving force for students’ interests and beliefs, EDS is asked to contribute with ideas, incentives, innova-

tion and creativity as it has done so before. Specifically the EDS Knowledge is Power 
campaign, urging governments to withhold from higher education budgets cuts, is 
timely call for an incremental European education and research system a topic of 
utmost importance now and for the years to come.
I have seen EDS doing impressive work in a wide variety of areas. Through the many 
resolutions adopted in our Political Assemblies and the constant contributions in the 
EPP Working Groups, EDS has managed to broaden the amplitude of its impact. The 
EDS newsletter and the BullsEye magazine are exemplary in transparent and consis-
tent communication of inputs; they offer diversification and depth in contents and 
so do the conferences EDS organises across Europe and beyond. We were happy 
to see so many of You attending the EPP Congress and Council Meeting in Marseille 
and the Council Meetings in Brussels and Antwerp. With thousands of alumni EDS 
gathers and catalyzes a network of committed Europeans who shaped Europe over 
the decades.
I wish for EDS to brightly shine for at least another fifty years. To be the youth organ-
isation of reference in the Europe shaping process.

Antonio López-Istúriz White, 
Secretary General European People’s Party 
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After its new elections the bureau convened in its first official meeting in Vienna on the night of the Annual Meeting. After two days of continuous meetings 
distributing responsibilities all Vice-chairs were ready to start fulfilling the pledges made from the electoral platform. Since then the EDS bureau has held one 
additional face to face bureau meetings than in the previous working year, together with many Skype meetings and formed smaller task forces to coordinate 
the campaign. A full list of our meetings and attendances can be found at the end of this section in a table for your convenience.
Keeping the structure of the professionalisation, responsibilities were reshuffled amongst the bureau members, with each member responsible for one policy 
area. The Chairman’s duty was to provide oversight of the activities in each field and motivate and guide the Vice-chairs in their areas of responsibility. I must 
say it was a pleasure to work with such a great team of people.
Not forgetting the promises made in the electoral campaign it is now time to revisit them. It is the bureau’s and my pleasure to announce that all the points 
and promises of the last year’s platform have been successfully fulfilled. 

Streamlining of Events – Getting most out of Meetings
As promised, EDS produced a conference resolution on the topic of each event that we held this year. During policy days the work was focused at one single issue 
– the Eastern partnership – where a motion will be presented to the EDS Council during the Summer U in Sopron together with policy recommendations. Every 
event which we organised included a topical meeting/workshop, which helped delegates to understand the messages of the event more thoroughly. This should be 
kept in the future working year of 2012/2013 and we hope that future bureaus will also follow this tradition that we started. We believe that this is another step in 
professionalising the organisation. As promised, all of the Bullseyes had as their main topics the title of the event, so every time there was an event in Europe one 
issue of Bullseye followed with additional commentaries and articles.
EDS is active at all levels of EPP work. Thus, the EPP Campaign managers’ meetings in Belgrade and Brussels were idea generators, where we ran our own cam-
paign. With the knowledge that EDS acquired during the Knowledge is Power campaign, we are more than happy to share it with other interested parties in EPP. 
Our positions and stands that became EDS resolutions were put forward to the EPP Political Assemblies (PA). Our flagship carrier project – Knowledge is Power 
– received positive feedback from the PA and we hope it will inspire others to develop similar awareness building campaigns. EDS was also actively present in the 
meetings and suggested amendments to the EPP Platform. This document outlining the EPP’s beliefs, its basic document, will bear EDS’ mark for the future. This 
year EDS was once again seen as a stable and reliable partner which has opinions on various issues including EPP working groups 2 and 3. 

Alumni Network
An up-to-date alumni network contact list has been worked on mainly by VC Hopp, with the help of others. We are not only happy to announce the existence of 
this list, we also organised an alumni day in Brussels during our Seminar and Council Meeting in May. This year was also the meeting of the International Garrick 
Club in Cadenabbia, Italy. EDS presented its work and achievements as well as future plans to a sizable group of EDS alumni. The feedback from the alumni was 
positive and discussions on further use of the alumni’s resources and knowledge was conducted in Cadenabbia. We treasure our alumni greatly and look forward 
to working with them in the future. 

Leadership, Coordination  
and Representation

Campaigns
A separate section in this Annual Report is already dedicated to our first truly Europe-wide campaign, but nevertheless it is necessary to mention this briefly. 44 member 
organisations in 35 countries spread the word and the petition online. This is the first campaign in the history of EDS to be conducted almost exclusively online. Posters were 
the only printed medium used and EDS distributed some to members in the Winter U in Zagreb. Through multiplicators EDS reached more than its current 1.6 million members 
and held a panel discussion on creativity  & innovation seen from a different viewpoint, in the European Parliament on 9 May (Europe day). Bullseye number 48 was dedicated 
to this issue and distributed in Brussels and Antwerp.

Executive Goals:
EDS Academy
We are pleased to inform the EDS council and our supporters that the idea of educating and creating future conservative and Christian democratic leaders has been success-
fully developed. EDS was able to successfully introduce this idea to the Centre for European Studies, which will continue this idea opening up the possibilities also for YEPP 
delegates and thus EDS found a long term solution for the survival of this idea and found a sustainable source of financing. At this point EDS wishes to thank Florian Hartleb 
for his help on this project as tutor, organiser and lecturer.

Higher Education and Research
The goal of this executive clause was to start our own research in Higher Education matters. For the purpose of conducting research several topics were outlined - funding of 
higher education and research, comparison of the European and American higher education systems, student representation and political activism at universities, and student 
housing. Research activities were supported by volunteers, bringing extra added value to EDS as a whole. A special position was established within EDS - the research officer, 
supporting all research activities. The position refers to facilitating the research activity as a continuous practice in the organisation. The research project reflected on the input 
policy as well. The “Knowledge is Power” campaign was based on one of the research cases - “Funding of Higher Education in Europe”. 

European Integration
EDS actively sought and is restarting talks with partners that have left EDS, chosen to stay outside, or never had any contact with us. This way we are talking to more than 10 
potential organisations from the EU and outside its borders, which is a sign that we want to bring EDS closer to the students of Europe and be present in even more countries. 
The discussions are in various stages; however, we are maintaining active talks with all of them and hope to receive them as guests or as EDS family members very soon.

bureau reports

Juraj Antal
was born in Bojnice, Slovakia. He studied at the University of New York in Prague, where he received his BA in International European Economic Studies. He con-
tinued with an MA in International Political Economy at the University of Warwick, England, where he graduated 2009. During his studies, Juraj was involved with 
the student council in Prague, where he was elected Vice-president. He represented the University in International Debating Competitions, for which he received the 
University’s Distinguished Service Award. In 2007 Juraj went for a semester at the Georgetown University in Washington D.C., as part of the program with the US 
based Fund for American Studies.
Juraj interned for Kodak in the government affairs office in Washington D.C., and worked for the Boston Consulting Group in Prague. During his studies he interned at 
the Konrad Adenauer Foundation’s Prague office as well as in the Czech Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Department of American States. Later, Juraj worked in Brussels 
in a private government affairs company and jointly represented EDS as Policy Director. His involvement with EDS started with Winter University in Bucharest, 2008 
and since then he became International Secretary of ODM Slovakia (April 2008). 
In the Summer University 2009 he was nominated to the position of Policy Director. Juraj organised with the help of his colleagues from ODM Slovakia the EDS 
Summer University 2010 in Žilina, Slovakia, where he was elected Vice Chairman. In his field of responsibility – External representation and Membership, he repre-
sented EDS on numerous international fora and seminars. After the voting of Vienna Council in 2011, Juraj successfully lead EDS in the last working year. 
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The main responsibilities of the Secretariat of EDS are 
to manage the day-to-day running of the organisation 
at the EDS Office, to handle the budget and finances 
of EDS and to provide support for the other EDS offi-
cers in their tasks. The Secretariat also handles most 
of the communication with member organisations and 
the Council, communicates with event organisers, and 
maintains institutional relations , especially with the 
mother party EPP, but also with other related organisa-
tions.
In the working year 2011/2012 the secretariat was 
composed of the Secretary General, who worked for 
EDS on a voluntary basis and of the Deputy Secretary 
General, who worked at the EDS office on a profession-

al basis. The secretariat divided its tasks internally ac-
cording to current situation at hand. During the working 
year the EDS office at Rue du Commerce 10, Brussels, 
was open daily on weekdays except in August, during 
events and during the Deputy Secretary General’s an-
nual leave in April. 
The Finances of EDS have been challenging, but es-
tablished fundraising and sponsorship relations have 
been successfully maintained and in some cases the 
yield of these agreements has increased. At the same 
time, EDS has had to adapt to increased costs of em-
ployment as in 2011 EDS registered formally as an em-
ployer in Belgium and now operates fully under Belgian 
employment law with all duties set therein. Prior to au-

tumn 2011 EDS contracted services of self-employed  
personnel.
For the first time in years, the Secretariat received a 
completely clean Auditors’ report from the fiscal year 
2011, commending the efforts to increase transpar-
ency in financial activities of the organisation. These 
improvements included more distribution in account 
access, changes made to the account chart system, 
as well as the establishment of an approval process in 
the Council for adapting the budget whenever the ac-
tual income or expenses exceeded the estimates. The 
Secretariat also supported the fundraising activities of 
EDS and together with the Vice Chairman for Fundrais-
ing drafted applications and usage reports for financial 
partners as well.
During the working year 2011/2012 a record number of 
activities were organised. These included the statutory 
Winter and Summer Universities, two regular Seminars 
featuring a Council Meeting (one of these in conjunction 
with the EPP Congress, the other featuring an Alumni 
Day and a Book Presentation), one Policy Days seminar, 

Secretariat and  
Daily Management

bureau reportsSamuli Kauranne
 
Secretary General

Samuli Kauranne graduated in 2007 from University of Helsinki 
as Master of Science, majoring in Mathematics. He has also 
studied and completed minors in Pedagogics, Physics and Public 
Administration Law. He worked most of the working year as a 
teacher in Finland, but has recently moved to Ghent, Belgium.
 Samuli started out in politics in 2004 by joining TK Finland. He 
quickly became active in his branch, ending up chairing the 
branch for two years. He has been active on the TK national 
board from 2006 onwards, being one of the two vice chairmen 
for two years from 2008 until 2009, and serving thereafter in an 
advisory role for international affairs.
Samuli became active on the international scene in 2007 when 
he was elected as the Vice President for the Nordic Conservative 
Student Union (NKSU). He became the organisation’s President 
the following year, at the same time securing an appointment as 
a co-chairman of the EDS PWG Policies for Europe. He served 
two full tenures as a Vice Chairman for Membership and Stat-
utory affairs in 2009-2011 and was appointed as the Secretary 
General in 2011.

Dace  
Spēlmane
Deputy Secretary  
General

Dace Spēlmane was born in 
Rēzekne, Latvia. She studied 
communications and public 
relations at University of Applied 
Science and graduated in 2010. 
After graduation she did a yearlong 
internship in the European Affairs 
sector in Brussels. From September 
2011, Dace has been appointed as 
Deputy Secretary General at EDS. 
Dace has not been active in EDS 
before, but she has been involved 
in student politics since 2005, 
when she was an active member 
of a regional branch of NEYS 
Latvia.  

Kalin Zahariev
 
Vice Chairman

Kalin graduated in 2008 from the South West University of Neofut Rilski with a Bachelor in International Relations. He currently 
works for the government and lives in Sofia, Bulgaria. His main field of activity is public administration reform as well as project 
management. 
In 2006 Kalin got involved in politics as a member of an association that later on became the strongest centre right political 
party in Bulgaria - GERB. In 2008 the Youth organisation of GERB was established and Kalin was elected as a member of the 
National board. He continued as a deputy international secretary.
In 2010 Kalin was appointed as a co-chair of the Permanent Working Group Higher Education and Research to EDS.
In 2011 he was elected as a Vice Chairman of EDS, responsible for output and research.

one extraordinary Permanent Working Group meeting 
and two Bureau meetings separate from other events. 
The Secretariat co-operated with the Vice Chairwoman 
for Events and the hosting organisations to ensure that 
the EDS standards were met at each event and the par-
ticipants could get the most out of the events. The Sec-
retariat always handled event registration procedures 
and drafting appropriate lists for the organisers. A new 
registration database system with an online registration 
was introduced this year to simplify and streamline this 
task. The Secretariat also handled most of the pre-
event communication towards member organisations 
and participants.
Finally, the Secretariat completely renewed the look and 
feel of the EDS website in the beginning of the tenure. 
The new website aims for a cleaner and clearer look 
and makes it easier to see current highlights. The new 
website was unveiled at the Council Meeting in Prague 
and was afterwards updated and maintained mainly by 
the Vice Chairman for Communications.
It is generally not the duty of the Secretariat to repre-
sent EDS in political contexts, but the Secretariat has 
nevertheless represented EDS for scheduling reasons 
on a small number of occasions during the working 
year. These include representation at a seminar organ-
ised by IRLY Estonia in October, and at the ODM Slova-
kia anniversary in November, as well as representation 
at the EPP Political Assembly in December and the April 
session of the EPP Working Group for policies.

Output
Vice Chairman Zahariev designed the output strategy of EDS that was adopted during the Council Meeting 
in Marseille. The portfolio is based on the understanding that the influence and image of EDS are created 
through high quality output and visibility. For this reason the main priority was collaboration with the European 
People’s Party. As a result Kalin contributed to the political platform of the EPP by introducing amendments 
entirely in the context of student matters, research and innovation. A key part of the output were the con-
ference resolutions, drafted by him. The first one was adopted during the first Council Meeting in Prague. 
Another achievement of the output strategy was the conference resolution “Knowledge is Power” that 
was adopted by the Political Assembly of EPP in May. The output strategy aimed to influence the policy 
work of other organisations such as the European Youth forum. A significant contribution were the amend-
ments to the EYF’s position paper regarding youth entrepreneurship, drafted by Vice Chairman Zahariev . 
Kalin maintained output through regularly providing material for BullsEye. Thus, throughout the mandate 
of the 2011/2012 Bureau the official magazine of EDS remained a strong output tool. For the purpose of 
establishing visibility of member organisations’ initiatives, Kalin Zahariev initiated the Campaign Guidebook 
project. It’s main purpose was to share best campaign practices of member organisations and to establish 
a clear political profile of EDS. 

Research
One of the main priorities of the 2011/2012 Bureau was to develop the research potential of EDS. At the 
end of 2011 Vice Chairman Zahariev initiated the Higher Education Research project. It provided input 

Policies: Input Strategies, 
Permanent Working Groups 
& Output Strategies
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bureau reports

The first of the two main responsibilities of Alexandros Politis was the co-ordination of the PWG. This responsibility con-
cerns the effective communication between the Bureau and the Co-chairs and the preparation of the co-chairs before 
every Council Meeting. Alexandros Politis, working together with the other Vice Chairman Kalin Zahariev, provided the 
co-chairs with assistence with the frequent and efficient co-operation of the co-chairs. They were both assisting the co-
chairs to provide EDS participants with appropriate documents (background documents, motions, resolutions), trying to 
reach the best possible academic quality. At the same time, he did a discussed several times with the co-chairs about the 
problems that they face and about their proposals which can ameliorate the level of EDS work.
Furthermore, Alexandros, with the important assistance of Gintarė Narkevičiūtė, launched a new PWG system as 
his first aim was better focus on the outcome of the PWG group.  After presenting the new idea to the Bureau, he 
succeeded, first of all, to organize, in every Council Meeting, PWG whose duration was at least seven hours. According 
to the new PWG System, the co-chairs do not write PWG motions before every Council Meeting. The motions have to 
be written during the PWG by all the participants of every PWG. This procedure consists of brainstorming, which helps 
participants clearly understand the meanings and the main points of their topic, by the grouping of all ideas, by the 
discussion of every category and by the final phrasing of all agreements. In addition, as the co-chairs no longer submit 
pre-prepared written motions to participants, they have to prepare background documents every time which aim to 
introduce the PWG topic in a neutral way to the delegates and to assist them in their research.
As a result, Alexandros was responsible for ensuring the effective procedure of every PWG by providing them with all 
the materials and the technical equipment which were needed.  In addition, he provided the co-chairs with examples 
of the documents which they had to prepare for every Council Meeting. 
Another goal of Alexandros was to establish the uniformity of the structure for all the motions. After realizing that the 
PWG and the EDS organizations were not following the official EDS structure for resolutions, he repeatedly urged them 
to follow this concrete structure. He believed that this is the first step for EDS to better promote the identity and the 
content of its political documents. He also prepared a short guide for the co-chairs which proved to be helpful for the 
PWG when they were preparing their motions.  
Alexandros succeeded in gathering all the EDS resolutions adopted since 2005 and separated them into categories 
according to their subject. He did that as he is proposing the political continuation of the EDS political documents. 
Therefore, before composing a motion, every PWG has to search first what has been lately voted. The main aim of this 
idea is that every PWG has the chance to know which topics have been discussed lately and which ones need further 
discussion and to use the older resolutions as a bibliography for the new ones. 

Since elections at the Summer University in Vienna, 
Gintarė Narkevičiūtė, who was Policy Director that 
time, brought to European Democrat Students an idea 
for strategic changes which were needed to keep EDS 
moving forward. Since the first bureau meeting in Jur-
bise, Belgium, Alexandros Politis joined the project as 
he has been carrying a good deal of practical knowl-
edge and experience of managing group work and 
already had ideas with big potential for EDS.
In order to get the best results, all co-chairmen were 
in involved at the first stage of analysis, including 
analysis of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, 
and threats. Matrix of analysis and strategy was 
done and the first training for co-chairmen was held 
in Marseille, France. 
To make sure that implementations would work, per-
sons leading groups have to be prepared and know 
the basics of management, and have the fundaments 
of new program changes. To accomplish this, nine 

hours of training by simulating the system of the per-
manent working groups combined with interactions 
providing an explanation and tips was conducted. 
During following events monitoring and case analysis 
were undertaken, and minor fixes were brought in to 
make working groups function even better. During the 
Council meeting in Antwerp, Belgium co-chairmen 
received one more training session, which consisted 
of problem scenarios and team building. 
The programme is being continued and updated all 
the time; the environment is being analysed, all eval-
uations and practices are being taken into consider-
ation to make sure of good policy work, and lots of 
work needs to be done in the year 2012-2013 within 
European Democrat Students. 
Gintarė has contributed to the campaign “Knowledge 
is Power” team of EDS.
In addition to that, on several occasions, Gintarė 
was specifically invited to represent EDS and to give 

lectures in various events and organisations such as 
the International Republican Institute, Robert Shu-
man Institute, Konrad Adenauer Foundation, Educa-
tio, International Network for European Studies, Civic 
Academy, European forum for New Ideas, Leadership 
in Democracy and others. 
Gintarė was responsible for preparing all the nec-
essary documents, presentations and other data 
for the Policy Days in Tbilisi. The topic of the event 
was “Eastern Partnership: a chance for deeper in-
tegration and cooperation”. Eastern Partnership is 
the program built to deepen and qualify activities of 
EuroNest, helping to promote democracies, work on 
human relations, judiciary systems, human rights, in-
frastructure, transport and energy sectors and other 
in Belarus, Ukraine, Georgia, Armenia, Azerbaijan, and 
Moldova. EDS had never spoken about its position on 
the EaP, so the last event in Tbilisi, Georgia was a per-
fect time to talk about it. 

Alexandros  
Politis
Vice chairman 

Alexandros Politis currently studies Law 
in the University of Athens, interested in 
European, commercial and economic law. 
He speaks fluentl English and French.
Since 2008 Alexandros has been an active 
member of the European Youth Parliament, 
a non – partisan and independent 
educational program of the Schwarzkopf 
Foundation. At the moment he is responsi-
ble for organizing an international session 
of EYP in Corfu.
Furthermore, he has been active within the 
DAP-NDFK University Branch of Athens 
Law School since 2007. He was also 
member of the Political Planning Depart-
ment of DAP-NDFK for 2 years. Since 
2010 he has represented DAP–NDFK in 
International Affairs and is also a member 
of youth organisation ONNED’s Internation-
al Committee.
Alexandros has been active in EDS since 
2010, when he was appointed as a 
co-chairman of PWG “Policies for Europe” 
for the working year 2010/2011. In 2011 
he was elected Vice Chairman of EDS, 
responsible for the input policy of the 
organisation. 
He has also participated in sessions of 
YEPP and DEMYC and he has been se-
lected as a member of the CES Academy 
2012.

Gintarė Narkevičiūtė
Vice Chairwoman, since February 2012  
(was Director from July to February)

Gintarė Narkevičiūtė has been involved in student activities since an early age, starting with becoming a Board member 
of the Council of Students at school, a tutor for the pupils from primary school, educating children and students in the local 
communities, and giving lectures and training courses of psychology through arts for problematic teenagers. 
Gintarė entered the University of Mykolas Romeris in Vilnius in 2007, choosing a study program of Law and Strategic 
Governance, and at the same time joining JKL. In a short period she became the President of the Kaunas chapter, and 
very soon she was elected as a Board member of the National board of JKL, and subsequently was elected as one of two 
Vice-Presidents of JKL. Gintarė Narkevičiūtė has been involved with EDS activities since autumn 2009; she organised the 
first EDS event in Lithuania in spring 2010. Gintarė entered JKL’s mother party in 2008 and was one of the co-founders 
of the Youth Community of TS-LKD, where she created all legal bases and was one of three strategists. She was elected 
to the national board for two terms in a row. Since 2011, Gintarė has served as first Policy Director in EDS, before being 
elected as a Vice-Chairman in February 2012. 
Recently, Gintarė has volunteered as an expert in a Ronald Reagan club, and is editor in one of the fastest growing right-
wing magazine in Lithuania. Only a few months ago, she was confirmed as International Secretary of TS-LKD. Gintarė is 
employed as an adviser to the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Lithuania. Moreover, Gintarė is head of the 
Minister’s election campaign and is working at the party Committees on Public relations and Foreign Affairs and National 
Defence, where she already wrote a programme for the year 2012-2016 in the field of foreign affairs. 

topics to EDS, as well as focusing the organisation on student matters. For the purpose of conducting research several top-
ics were outlined - funding of higher education and research, comparison of the European and American higher education 
systems, student representation and political activism at universities, and student housing. The research activities were 
supported by volunteers, bringing extra added value to EDS as a whole. A special position was established within EDS - the 
research officer, supporting all research activities. The position refers to facilitating the research activity as a continuous 
practice in the organisation. The research project reflected on the input policy as well. The “Knowledge is Power” campaign 
was based on one of the research cases  - “Funding of Higher Education in Europe”. This is how EDS managed to tie in input 
and output by producing a coherent policy process. In addition, the project contributed to the clear visibility of European 
issues regarding higher education, subjected to discussions in EDS.
Along with his main responsibilities, Kalin supported the permanent working group co-chairs in their initial training and 
policy work. Vice Chairman Zahariev represented the Bureau during the extraordinary event in Berlin, focused on youth 
unemployment. In addition, he also provided extensive support to the “Knowledge is Power” campaign as it was a key 
achievement of the Bureau.
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European Youth Forum (EYF) invited all member organiza-tions to the EU Advocacy Meeting in Brussels on June 21st. The “Erasmus for all Proposal” was the main topic of the meeting and the whole morning session consisted of fruitful discussions with MEPs from the Committee of Culture and Education on the topic. In the afternoon participants shared ideas and experience from the Youth in Action program. Vice-Chairwoman Ingrid Hopp and Co-Chairwoman Charlotte Spurkeland represented EDS.

In this hot month of holidays EDS is coming to you with so far the longest Newsletter of this working year. This is-sue, amongst many things, shows the activities of EDS in the past, or it simply states there is a lot of news to report.In the upcoming Summer University, the EDS Council will elect a new Executive Bureau. In Sopron, Hungary, we will also remember the opening of borders, the re-unifi-cation of the West and East. Finally, with the second ever trans-border Summer University we also want to pay hom-age to the first symbolic Summer U in 1990. 
I wish to congratulate the newly elected officers in all our member organisations, I wish them a successful term in office and may their fruit of labour move their organisations further. The same way as this Bureau did in the past year. The outgoing Bureau and I wish you all a warm and relaxing summer.

         
Juraj ANTALChairman, European Democrat Students

dear FrIeNdS aNd SupporterS oF edS

edS preSeNt at eu advocacy MeetINg

The EPP Political Assembly took place in the European Par-liament in June. President Wilfred Martens opened the session with his report: The Greek in Greece were one of his main points, and the importance for Europe of a not having an extreme left government in Greece. The second day of the EPP Political As-sembly started with an informative speech by Mr Mustafa, Mayor of Pristina and Chairman of LDK Kosovo - the mother party of our member organisation FR-LDK. He spoke about the re-submission of their member application to EPP. 
Resolution “Knowledge is Power” was presented by EDS and passed by the Political Assembly (PA) marking the symbolic high point of our campaign with the same title. Our campaign also re-ceived praise and support by President Barroso in his video mes-sage. EDS was represented at the Political Assembly by Chairman Juraj Antal and Vice-Chairwomen Ingrid Hopp and Gintare Nark-eviciute.

edS reSolutIoN “KNowledge IS power” adopted by epp polItIcal aSSeMbly

”We call on Member States not to freeze or cut the EU budget in order for it to support the autonomy and the rights of young people in Europe, to think long-term, and focus on including young people in the future of our society” stated EDS Chairman Juraj Antal and Youth Forum President Peter Matjašič in an open-letter addressed to the European lead-ers and co-signed by party-political youth organisations and EU national youth councils.

“INveSt IN youth – europe deServeS NothINg leSS”

doN’t MISS bullSeye 48!
EDS issued new volume of official magazine BullsEye, the fourth one of the acting Bureau in working year 2011/2012. In BullsEye issue 48 You will be able to enjoy reading analysis of recent elections in Russian Federation and Slovakia, hu-manitarian situation in Syria, prosperity of EU as a knowl-edge based society, EDS cam-paign Knowledge is Power, creative economy of EU and much more. Delegates will be able to pick several copies of the freshly printed magazine at the Brussels/Antwerp Coun-cil meeting. Welcome to flip through Bullseye on www.ed-snet.eu.

25 years ago on June 15th the Erasmus program was adopted; 25 years later we celebrate its 25 years of existence. Nearly three mil-lion students from all across Europe have benefited from a study period or work place-ment abroad since the crea-tion; 33 countries take part in the scheme - the 27 EU mem-ber states, Croatia, Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway, Switzerland and Turkey. In the past 25 years, the programme has seen a constant rise in both the number of students and in the quality and diversity of the proposed activities. 
As a strong supporter of the Erasmus program, EDS con-gratulates all former, current and future Erasmus Students on its silver anniversary.

eraSMuS, chaNgINg lIveS aNd opeNINg MINdS For 25 yearS

In June EPP´s Working Group for Economic and Social Policy had two meetings and is currently working on Resolu-tions for the EPP Congress in Bucharest, Romania. The first session on June 4th was exclusively dedicated to the Cohe-sion Policy, in view of elaborating a compact EPP Resolution on the topic for the upcoming EPP Congress. Interventions were held by external experts, starting with Fredrick Erixon, Director of the European Centre for International Political Economy and followed by Georg Zachmann, Research fel-low at Bruegel, Ruslan Stefanov, Director of the Economic Program for the Center for the Study of Democracy in Bul-garia and Stefan Zotti, Member of Cabinet of Commissioner Hahn. The Second working session at June 20th was a more interactive session discussing upon amendments to the two Resolutions “Single Market” and “Cohesion and Regional Development”. EDS was represented in the first sessions by Chairman Juraj Antal and Vice-Chairwoman Gintare Nark-eviciute and in both sessions by Vice-Chairwoman Ingrid Hopp.

edS actIvely partIcIpated IN epp worKINg group

NeXt edS eveNtS
july 15 – 21, 2012

SUMMER UNIVERSITY, Sopron, Hungary/Eisenstadt, AustriaReagistration is closed. More information available online at edsnet.eu.october, 2012
 COUNCIL MEETING AND EPP CONGRESS, Bucharest, RomaniaExact dates TBC. More information soon available online at edsnet.eu.

edS MeMberS elect New leaderShIpS
FMSF Sweden, EDS founder and full member organisation of EDS, elected a new Chairwoman. In the working year ahead, FMSF will be chaired by Victoria Nilsson.  In addition to that, FR-LDK, Kosovo elected Mr Armend Ibrahimi as new Chairman of the or-ganisation in its election convention on May 19th 2012. EDS con-gratulates them and wishes them a fruitful and constructive term in office and a lot of energy in fulfilling their goals.

From Vienna Summer University on Andraž was according to 
his responsibilities active in all EDS publications related ac-
tivities and beyond. He wrote, collected the articles for, and 
edited eleven EDS newsletters. All of them were, without 
exception, distributed among EDS members, partners and 
friends in a timely manner or no later than the first working 
day of each calendar month. 
Further to the newsletter, Andraž also oversaw the BullsEye 
magazine production and took care of its realisation togeth-
er with Editor-in-Chief, Sandra Falkowska. On top of certain 
degree of editing and writing articles for BullsEye he was re-
sponsible for the completely new design and other technical 
aspects of the EDS magazine. Articles written for BullsEye 
included topics on (il)legality of Palestine’s admission to Un-
esco, and humanitarianism debates in a context of aid op-
erations in contemporary Syrian conflict. Moreover, Andraž 
created a new concept for the official EDS magazine editorial 
organisational scheme and communicated it with the Bull-
sEye editorial team members. In accordance with the plan, 
during the working year 2011/12 EDS issued four BullsEyes, 
covering many contemporary social, cultural and political is-

sues in Europe and beyond in a brand new, contemporary de-
sign scheme. The last three issues of BullsEye did not include 
any commercial advertisements, rather, the development of 
electronic versions of EDS magazine was kindly sponsored by 
a Council of Europe grant. 
Thirdly, Andraž edited substantial parts and organised certain 
design aspects of the EDS book Students on the Right Way: 
European Democrat Students 1961-2011, launched in May in 
the European Parliament. Moreover, Vice-Chairman Kastelic 
co-ordinated, wrote, collected and edited the contributions 
for the EDS Annual Report 2011/12, which culminated in the 
realisation of the Report at hand.
In addition to that, during the reporting working year, Andraž 
wrote also a number of news pieces for the EDS website and 
EDS policy positions, amongst others an EDS statement con-
demning the violence in Syria and urging all parties to engage 
in peace talks at once, serving as a support statement for the 
IYDU Freedom for Syria campaign, and a statement in support 
of number of humanitarian workers, including personnel of 
EDS partner organisations, investigated and held by Egyptian 
authorities.

Andraž Kastelic 
Vice Chairman

Andraž Kastelic was born in Ljubljana, Slovenia. He studied Policy Analysis and Public Management at the University of Ljubljana, 
graduating in 2011 and is currently finishing his LLM International Law and Diplomacy at the University of Nottingham, United 
Kingdom. Being highly active in both domestic and foreign student politics, he was, amongst other things, a foreign student 
minister in the Student Organisation of University of Ljubljana, completed an internship at the Embassy of the Republic of Slovenia 
in Washington D.C., USA, and is about to temporarily join a team of the Centre for European Studies, EPP think-tank in Brussels.. 
Andraž became involved in European Democrat Students in 2007, and two years later became co-chairman of the PWG Policies 
for Europe. In 2010 Andraž was appointed a Director, responsible for the Permanent Working Groups and Policy Implementation 
and a year later elected a Vice-Chairman of EDS, responsible for Publications and Policy Input. 

Sandra 
Falkowska
BullsEye 
Editor-in-chief

Sandra Falkowska comes from 
Sopot, Poland. She studied 
political science at the University 
of Gdansk. She joined the political 
world through engagement with 
Civic Platform (2003) and later the 
Mlodzi Konserwatysci association. 
From the beginning of 2008 she 
held the position of treasurer of 
the party in the Sopot branch. In 
June-July 2008 Sandra undertook 
an internship in the Brussels 
office of MEP Janusz Lewand-
owski. Sandra was appointed 
as Editor-in-Chief of BullsEye in 
September 2009 and continued in 
this role for the three consecutive 
years. During her time as editor, 
BullsEye has been registered at the 
Belgian National Library and now 
displays an ISSN number.
From November 2010, Sandra 
has been involved in the European 
Youth Forum, where in March 2011 
she was appointed to the East Eu-
rope and Caucasus working group 
as the representative of EDS.

Publications and 
Policy Input
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European Youth Forum (EYF) invited all member organiza-tions to the EU Advocacy Meeting in Brussels on June 21st. The “Erasmus for all Proposal” was the main topic of the meeting and the whole morning session consisted of fruitful discussions with MEPs from the Committee of Culture and Education on the topic. In the afternoon participants shared ideas and experience from the Youth in Action program. Vice-Chairwoman Ingrid Hopp and Co-Chairwoman Charlotte Spurkeland represented EDS.

dvocacy MeetINg

25 years ago on June 15th the Erasmus program was adopted; 25 years later we celebrate its 25 years of existence. Nearly three mil-lion students from all across Europe have benefited from a study period or work place-ment abroad since the crea-tion; 33 countries take part in the scheme - the 27 EU mem-ber states, Croatia, Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway, Switzerland and Turkey. In the past 25 years, the programme has seen a constant rise in both the number of students and in the quality 

As a strong supporter of the Erasmus program, EDS con-gratulates all former, current and future Erasmus Students on 

d opeNINg 

FMSF Sweden, EDS founder and full member organisation of EDS, elected a new Chairwoman. In the working year ahead, FMSF will be chaired by Victoria Nilsson.  In addition to that, FR-LDK, Kosovo elected Mr Armend Ibrahimi as new Chairman of the or-ganisation in its election convention on May 19th 2012. EDS con-gratulates them and wishes them a fruitful and constructive term 
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Sandra Falkowska comes from 
Sopot, Poland. She studied 
political science at the University 
of Gdansk. She joined the political 
world through engagement with 
Civic Platform (2003) and later the 
Mlodzi Konserwatysci association. 
From the beginning of 2008 she 
held the position of treasurer of 
the party in the Sopot branch. In 
June-July 2008 Sandra undertook 
an internship in the Brussels 
office of MEP Janusz Lewand-
owski. Sandra was appointed 
as Editor-in-Chief of BullsEye in 
September 2009 and continued in 
this role for the three consecutive 
years. During her time as editor, 
BullsEye has been registered at the 
Belgian National Library and now 
displays an ISSN number.
From November 2010, Sandra 
has been involved in the European 
Youth Forum, where in March 2011 
she was appointed to the East Eu-
rope and Caucasus working group 
as the representative of EDS.
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Andraž Kastelic was born in Ljubljana, Slovenia. He studied Policy Analysis and Public Management at the University of Ljubljana, 
graduating in 2011 and is currently finishing his LLM International Law and Diplomacy at the University of Nottingham, United 
Kingdom. Being highly active in both domestic and foreign student politics, he was, amongst other things, a foreign student 
minister in the Student Organisation of University of Ljubljana, completed an internship at the Embassy of the Republic of Slovenia 
in Washington D.C., USA, and is about to temporarily join a team of the Centre for European Studies, EPP think-tank in Brussels.. 
Andraž became involved in European Democrat Students in 2007, and two years later became co-chairman of the PWG Policies 
for Europe. In 2010 Andraž was appointed a Director, responsible for the Permanent Working Groups and Policy Implementation 

JULY 2012
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Holger J. Thuss finished his studies of modern history and law at the University of Jena, 

Germany, with a PhD in 2005. Between 1995 and 2004 he worked for various associations 

of the European People’s Party in Bonn and Brussels. Since 2005, he is the CEO of TvR 

Publishers. He is the author of numerous works and articles on the history of liberal and 

Christian-democratic parties in the 19th and 20th century. In 2002, he published the first 

edition of “Students on the Right Way, European Democrat Students 1961-2001”.

dr. Bence Bauer, LL.M, born 1979 in Budapest, studied Law and Economics in Passau, Bonn 

and Budapest with specialisation in European and International Law. He has been active in 

international organisations for years and was involved in the German student movement as 

well in Hungarian politics. He has been in European Democrat Students from 2002 to 2011, 

first as regular delegate, then Working Group co-chair (2007-2008a), Vice Chairman (2008-

2009) and Chairman (2009-2011). He was awarded the position of Honorary Chairman in 

2011. Currently he is working for the Konrad Adenauer Stiftung, Office Budapest and is also 

author of several books, including the handbooks of EDS. 

In 1961, a group of fi ve students founded the “The Inter-

national Christian-Democratic and Conservative Student 

Union”. In 2011 this organisation celebrated its 50th an-

niversary as “European Democrat Students” (EDS). For 

decades, EDS, the largest political student organisation 

was starting point of many political careers and could 

be proud to be the oldest pan-European organisation of 

the centre-right. By 2011, it became the biggest organi-

sation of youngsters in Europe, representing 1.600.000 

students and young people. The authors iterate not only 

the complete history of EDS since its foundation, but also 

describe and interpret the various reasons for its exist-

ence. By reading this book, the deeper roots of Europe-

an Integration become visible and perceivable, outshin-

ing daily European business and creating a European 

Identity EDS contributed so much to.
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External Representation
XIV. Summer 
Academy

Civic 
Academy

EIN Summer 
School

Place: Zadar, Croatia
Organiser: SO HSS Croatia
Representative: Antal, Bauer, Falkowska

Place: Gdansk, Poland
Organiser: Civic Academy Gdansk
Representative: Narkevičiūtė

Place: Bucharest, Romania
Organiser: EPP Group
Representative: Antal, Falkowska

31.7.-3.8.2011 16.-21.8.2011 28. 9 - 2.10.2011 9.-10.10.2011 11.12.2011 7.-8.11.201119.-22.10.201116.-19.10.201119.-20.9.2011 21.-23.9.2011 28. 9 - 2.10.2011

ODM Summer 
University

Forum for 
New Ideas 

Forum 
2000

Europa-
Jugendkongress

EPP Political 
AssemblyEPP Campaign 

Managers 
meeting

The Advisory 
Council 
on Youth of the 
Council of 
Europe

Place: Banská Bystrica, Slovakia
Organiser: ODM Slovakia
Representative: Antal

Place: Sopot, Poland
Organiser: European Forum for 
New Ideas
Representative: Narkevičiūtė

Place: Prague, Czech Republic
Organiser: Forum 2000
Representative: Antal, Spurkeland

Place: Königswinter, Germany
Organiser: RCDS Germany
Representative: Krall

Place: Brussels, Belgium
Organiser: EPP 
Representative: Antal, Krall

Place: Belgrade, Serbia
Organiser: EPP associate 
member party - G17+ 
Representative: Antal

Place: Budapest, Hungary
Organiser: Council of Europe
Representative: AntalEPP Political 

Assmebly
Place: Brussels, Belgium
Organiser: EPP
Representative: Antal, Bauer, Kauranne
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20th Anniversary 
of ODM and 
Congress

Conseil des 
Membres

TK Finland’s 
Congress

Freedom 
seminar

EPP Political 
Assembly

EPP Political 
Assembly

HSF Norway’s  
Congress 

Conseil des 
Membres

DEMYC 
Congress

Danish EU 
Presidency’s 
meeting with 
the Youth

PPYO meeting 
of the European 
Youth Forum

Council Meeting 
of the International 
Young Democrat 
Union

Place: Bratislava, Slovakia
Organiser: ODM Slovakia
Representative: Antal, Kauranne

Place: Braga, Portugal
Organiser: European Youth Forum
Representative: Antal, Krall

Place: Vaasa, Finland
Organiser: TK Finland
Representative: Antal, Kauranne

Place: Tallinn, Tartu, Estonia
Organiser: IRLY Estonia
Representative: Kauranne

Place: Marseille, France
Organiser: EPP
Representative: Kauranne

Place: Brussels, Belgium
Organiser: EPP
Representative: Antal, Narkevičiūtė

Place: Oslo, Norway
Organiser: HSF
Representative: Antal

Place: Brussels, Belgium
Organiser: European Youth Forum
Representative: Halada

Place: Naples, Italy
Organiser: DEMYC, Giovanni per la Liberta
Representative: Antal

Place: Soro, Denmark
Organiser: Danish Presidency fo the EU
Representative: Antal

Place: Brussels, Belgium
Organiser: European Youth Forum
Representative: Antal, Kauranne, 
Narkevičiūtė, Hopp, Issaev, Politis

Place: Sydney, Australia
Organiser: Australian Young Liberals
Representative: Antal

11. -12. 11. 2011 17.-19.11.2011 24.-28.11.2011 28.-30.11.2011 12.6.2011 6.-7.2.2012 14.-18.4.2012 18. -21.4.2012 19.-22.4. 2012 21. - 25.4.20128-15.01.2012 2.3.2012
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EDS Garrick 
Club meeting

“Leadership in 
Democracy’’, 
conference for 
young Belarussian 
leaders 

AK Parti Youth 
Congress VI. CEYC 

Meeting

EPP Political 
Assembly

MGERB 
Bulgaria’s 
Congress

Place: Cadenabbia, Italy
Organiser: International Garrick Club
Representative: Antal, Hopp

Place: Vilnius, Lithunia
Organiser: EPP Group, RSI, EDUCATIO
Representative: Narkevičiūtė 

Place: Istanbul, Ankara
Organiser: AK Party Youth
Representative: Krall, Issaev Place: Velké Pavlovice, Czech Republic

Organiser: MK Czech Republic
Representative: Antal, Halada

Place: Brussels, Belgium
Organiser: EPP
Representative: Antal, Hopp, Narkevičiūtė

Place: Sofia, Bulgaria
Organiser: MGERB Bulgaria
Representative: Antal

29.4-3.05.2012 14.05.2012 25.-27.5 2012 4.-.5.6. 2012 6.-8. 7. 201229.4-1.5.2012
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Bernhard Krall 
Vice Chairman

was born in Innsbruck and grew up in Vorarlberg, 
the very western Bundesland of Austria bordering 
Switzerland, Germany and Liechtenstein. He is 
studying law and political science at the University 
of Vienna and the Université Paris II. 
Bernhard has held many offices during the 
time of his studies. Among them are being a 
member of the Senate of the University of Vienna, 
International Officer of the Austrian student 
union, and membership of the Austrian student 
parliament. During the Austrian student parliament 
elections Bernhard served as the front-runner for 
EDS member AktionsGemeinschaft and emerged 
victorious. 
Bernhard has been actively working with and for 
EDS since 2007 and has led EDS’ permanent 
working group for Higher Education and Research 
for two years, and served as a Vice-Chairman 
from 2011-2012. 
Bernhard speaks fluently English, French and 
German. 

Martin Halada
Vice Chairman

Martin Halada was born in Pilsen, Czech Republic. Currently he is studying at European Law School in 
Maastricht. He spent a year studying in high school in the United States of America.
Martin got involved with politics in MK Czech Republic and Civic Democratic Party (ODS) in 2009. He has 
been working with ODS in past two elections and continues cooperation at the regional level. Martin has 
been involved in the NGO sector for past few years and also gained experience with NGOs in the United 
States. Martin also participated and helped to shape numerous student and NGO campaigns.
In the fall 2010 Martin became International Secretary of MK. His main areas of focus as International 
Secretary have been the work in EDS and international bilateral meetings. In bilateral cooperation 
Martin’s main work areas have been the bordering regions of Czech Republic and Germany. Martin helps 
regional clubs with international affairs such as contact with foreign partners, fundraising and others.
Martin was recently re-elected as the Chairman of Central European Youth Cooperation (CEYC), the 
regional international organisation of centre-right student and youth organisations in Central and Eastern 
Europe. Last but not least, in 2011 Martin was elected for a Vice Chairman of EDS.

EEDS has been very active in the field of External representations, which it holds 
very dear. Together with the chairman, Juraj Antal, and also with the dedicated 
support of many other bureau members EDS has been present at many events 
outside its own regular activites, chief among them the EPP political assem-
blies and the EPP congress in Marseille, as well as Council of Members of the 
European Youth Forum.  
But first things first; EDS’ first big external relations success of the working year 
2011/12 was the election of a centre-right candidate – Mia Magazin of  DEMYC - 
to the Advisory Council on Youth of the Council of Europe, who received the most 

votes of all candidates. This impressive success was only possible through the 
joint efforts of EDS, DEMYC and YEPP. 
Furthermore, EDS took its membership in IYDU seriously and made the long journey 
to the IYDU council meeting in Australia, supporting the candidates of the European 
centre-right family for their candidacy to the IYDU bureau.
The events mentioned above are the most significant ones of this working year 
2011/12, however there were also a plethora of other no less important external 
activity ranging all the way from the representation in the many EPP working groups 
to the attendance of member organisations’ congresses. 

Vice-Chairman Martin Halada worked during the year predominantly on the fundraising. As the coor-
dinator Martin oversaw the first Council Meeting of the year, which was held during September 2011 
in Prague. The main responsibility relating to Prague event was the financial side.  Martin was subse-
quently responsible for all the relevant reports to number of the partners and financial dealings with 
the sponsors of this event predominantly with the Council of Europe, Konrad Adenauer Stiftung, Czech 
Ministry of Environment and a number of others. During the autumn Martin also wrote an application 
for a Council of Europe Grant, which was later approved and thus secured funding for the event that will 
take place during fall next working year. During the Marseille Council Meeting Martin helped the EPP at 
their Congress and also represented the European Democrat Students at their publicity stand. Following 
the Zagreb Winter University, Martin was responsible for submitting an event and financial report to 
the Council of Europe. Between 19-22 April Martin represented European Democrat Students at the 
European Youth Forum, which focused topically on the problem of youth unemployment. 
As a Vice-Chairman Martin has been responsible for the campaigns following the Jurbise Bureau 
meeting initiative in the new campaign that was proposed by the Bureau; however, given the respon-
sibilities relating to the fundraising of the European Democrat Students and organizing the first Coun-
cil Meeting of the working year in Prague, Chairman Antal took over the agenda of the Knowledge is 
Power and personally led the creation and execution of the campaign. The efforts of Chairman Antal 
and the Bureau, in particular Vice Chairwoman Hopp and Vice Chairman Kastelic led Knowledge is 
Power togreat success. The campaign itself was supported by President of European Commission 
José Manuel Barroso, EPP President Wilfried Martens and number of European Prime Ministers, 
MEPs and other leading figures.

Fundraising and 
Campaigns
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Besides Ingrid´s two main responsibility areas Ingrid has worked continuously 
with the EDS Social Media platform through creating and upgrading profiles such 
as Twitter, Facebook, Flickr, YouTube and Instagram. Ingrid has increased EDS’ 
voice in social media and provided EDS members with the latest news about EDS 
and its member organisations.

Events
One of the core elements of EDS has always been to be an arena where 
EDS members meet and exchange ideas, political opinions, and have the 
chance to discuss on going political topics. Ingrid´s task as a member of 
the Bureau has been to provide EDS members with high quality events 
and co-operate closely with the main organisers of these events. In coop-
eration with General Secretary Samuli Kauranne Ingrid has developed the 
online evaluation sheet for EDS participants to evaluate our events. These 
evaluations are vital for the quality of future events, and have proved to 
be very useful. One of Ingrid´s main messages to the Bureau was to have 
more policy work at the events, and she has ensured that the EDS Per-
manent Working Groups have had enough working hours at each event. 
Being responsible for events, Ingrid also dealt with the practical prepa-
ration of all the EDS events throughout the working year. Some of the 
preparations Ingrid has undertaken have been creating the participation 

lists, making the programme, and ensuring information streaming and the  
usage of social media during the events.

Alumni Relations
EDS acknowledges the importance of knowing our past in order to excel in the 
future. The EDS Alumni is one of the core-elements of EDS and has been one 
of Ingrid´s main responsibilities throughout the year. Ingrid started the year by 
gathering all the EDS Alumni lists and typing them into one database, so that the 
EDS Alumni could easily be reached. This database proved to be helpful when 
the EDS Bureau in December sent out invitations for the EDS Book Presentation 
with a related EDS Alumni meeting in Brussels. The Alumni meeting in Brussels 
was probably the most interactive Alumni meeting in EDS history, as it provided 
the participants of the Winter University with a special opportunity to discuss the 
past, on-going political topics and PWG topics in a joint Alumni and EDS member 
session of PWGs. 
As Vice-Chairman for Alumni the importance of communication and maintaining 
contacts with our Alumni is at the highest, therefore Ingrid together with Chair-
man Juraj Antal participated in the Garrick Club, EDS Alumni Network, meeting in 
Cadenabbia, Italy at the start of May. Ingrid got the chance to discuss with former 
EDS Chairmen, Vice-Chairmen and General Secretaries a variety EDS topics, and 
how EDS has develop through the years.

Communications
The area of responsibility concerning 
communications is focused on keeping 
EDS Member organisations up to date on 
the Bureau’s work and informing outside 
organisations and stakeholders about 
EDS activity.
During the working year 2011-12, EDS im-
plemented several tools to achieve its com-
munication needs, most notably the newly 
designed web page. Over this period, the 
web page was constantly updated with 
new information about EDS, various state-
ments, information on events and changes 
regarding information about organisations. 
Another very important tool was the news-
letter, also with a new design and a new 
layout, which you could find in your inbox-
es at the beginning of every month. EDS’ 
monthly newsletter as well as several other 
e-mail campaigns were distributed, to an 
edited and constantly upgraded database 
of over 1200 recipients. Facebook was 
also extensively   used to inform members 
of EDS about upcoming events, sharing 
campaign and event material and also to 
connect and network among event partic-

ipants and member in general. During this 
mandate EDS finally unified information 
about organisation on several web sources.

Membership
Immediately after the Summer University 
in Vienna 2011, EDS organised a lecture 
for students in Croatia informing them 
further about EDS and its work and in-
volvement in European student politics, 
and of possible opportunities for Croatian 
students in EDS. As membership in EDS 
is favourable for various student organ-
isations, several of those approached 
EDS. Collecting information about those 
organisations, giving evaluation reports 
and background research on them was of 
key importance for the Bureau in order to 
take more objective decisions and further 
actions. Based on positive evaluation in 
February 2011 EDS accepted new mem-
bers; StudiCentro from Italy and UYNM 
from Georgia were adopted as Observer 
Members. Furthermore, observer mem-
ber UNITY Youth Organisation/VIENOTĪBA 
Jaunatnes organizācija from Latvia was 
adopted as a Full Member.

Nenad  
Vajzović 
Vice Chairman 

Nenad Vajzović is currently finishing his Master’s studies in history at 
the University of Zagreb. He is working as a project manager in an NGO 
Association for Sustainable Development of Croatia (UZOR Hrvatske), 
dealing with sustainable development and education questions.
He began his international involvement in politics in 2010, at the EDS 
Summer University in Žilina, Slovakia, where he was appointed as a 
co-chairman of EDS Permanent Working Group Policies for Europe. 
There he worked hard to establish good working relationships with his 
colleagues, as well as to prepare and update the broader EDS policies. In 
2011 in Vienna he was elected Vice-Chairman of EDS.
On several occasions Nenad has worked both professionally and volun-
tarily as a political campaign manager and co-ordinator for the Croatian 
Peasants’ Party (HSS) in local and national elections. He has been 
responsible of organising various seminars, including the EDS Winter 
University in Zagreb in 2012.

Events Management
Communications  
& Membership  
Questions

Ingrid Hopp
Vice Chairwoman

Ingrid Caroline Hopp (23) lives in Kristiansand, Norway where she studies Business Management. Ingrid has been a 
member of the Norwegian Young Conservatives since she was 15 and was the Leader of one of the district branches in 
Oslo for 3 years as well as holding a seat in the Youth City Council in Oslo for one year. Ingrid joined Høyres Studenter-
forbund (HSF) in 2007, during her first year at university. She quickly became the leader of the Kristiansand branch of 
HSF and acted as University of Agders delegate to HSF’s national board until 2010, when she was elected as a board 
member. She is at present a Vice-Chairman of HSF.
Ingrid has a broad experience in the field of higher education and research policies. She has been active in local and na-
tional student politics for the past three years. In the last two years, she has been a member of the student parliament at 
the University of Agder, and in 2011 she was appointed President of the Economy Students’ Association at Kristiansand 
Business School.
Student politics is something that Ingrid is very engaged in, especially when it comes to student politics on a European 
level. Ingrid feels that it is important to combine European identity and higher education, creating a common sense of 
identity between students across the borders of all European countries.
Ingrid has been an active delegate to EDS since 2010 as the head of the Norwegian delegation.

bureau reports
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Artur Issaev 
Director
European Integration

Artur Issaev is a bachelor student in applied economics with specialisation 
of international business at Lessius university-college in Antwerp, Belgium. 
Artur started out in politics in 2009 when he was in his first year of university 
studies. By joining CDS (Christen Democratische Studenten) Antwerp branch 
he quickly became member of the board and a year later he was member of 
national board as international secretary. That is also the time when he came 
to the international scene. In 2011 Artur was appointed as the EDS Director of 
European Integration.

Bence Bauer 
Honorary Chairman

He studied Law and Economics in Passau, Bonn and 
Budapest with a specialisation in European and Inter-
national Law, making him the holder of the German 
and Hungarian State Examination. After passing his 
bar exam, he completed post graduat studies at the 
international German Speaking Andrássy University 
Budapest (AUB).
Being involved in international organisations for years, 
he gained experience and expertise in various fields. 
His career included positions in RCDS and Fidesz 
Youth; in the latter he was International Secretary from 
2007 until 2010. In 2007 Bence was also one of the 
creators and founders of the Central European Youth 
Cooperation (CEYC). Later in 2009, he was a candidate 
for the European Parliament on the election list of 
Fidesz Hungarian Civic Union.
Active in the European Democrat Students since 2002 
and organiser of many EDS meetings, he was a regular 
delegate, Working Group co-chair (2007-2008), Vice 
Chairman (2008-2009), Chairman (2009-2011) and fi-
nally Honourary Chairman (2011-2012). He is currently 
working for the Konrad Adenauer Stiftung, Budapest 
office and is also author of several books, including the 
handbooks of EDS (Bureau Management and Event 
Organising) and the EDS Book “Students on the right 
way. European Democrat Students 1961-2011”.

Honorary Chairman

European Integration is composed of different re-
sponsibilities. One of them is contacting new cen-
tre-right organisations, inviting them to participate 
in events of EDS and maintaining existing friendly 
relationships. for this reason the Youth Union of 
the New Azerbaijan Party is a regular guest in 
our council meetings. Another organisation that 
is always present is NKSU (Nordic Conservative 
Student Union). Young Christian Democrats of 
Georgia (youth section of the Christian-Demo-
cratic Movement, a parliamentary party and EPP 
member applicant) was also present at recent 
events. In Marseille we even arranged a joint 
panel with YEPP and Jani Johansson, chairman of 
DEMYC was present in council meeting as guest. 
Also EDS had the pleasure of welcoming Miguel 
Peres da Silva from  JPP Portugal at that event.  

Important contacts have been made with an or-
ganisation from Spain and from the Neatherlands. 
EDS hopes to welcome them to our next events. 
Another responsibility is to help organisations in 
application procedure and support them in the 
council. A good example of this was StudiCentro 
from Italy which became an observer member 
in Zagreb. Another organisation which became 
a full member of the EDS family is Unity Youth 
Organization (UYO) from Latvia.  
We can conclude that 2011-2012 was produc-
tive year with many  new friends and interested 
organisations to participate in EDS events. 
An extra responsibility for Artur was to be pres-
ent at working groups of EPP and organising the 
council meeting in Antwerp/Brussels in May 
2012. 

According to the EDS Statutes the Honourary 
Chairman is the “ambassador in honour” and 
shall not be assigned with concrete responsi-
bilities and projects, but is rather to support the 
EDS Bureau as a senior adviser. In this position, 
Honorary Chairman Bauer left the new Bureau 
full space and possibilities in its ambitious goals 
and stayed away from daily business. He was 
attending meetings only upon explicit invitation 
and was not interfering in the discussions and 
decision makings but rather assisted and gave 
advice when such requests were initiated by 
Chairman, Secretary General or the Vice Chair-
men. This understanding penetrated all his 
tenure.
Being a former Chairman of European Democrat 
Students himself, he focussed in the time after 
the Annual Meeting 2011 on handing over files, 
contacts, knowledge, expertise, best practices 
and all what is needed to successfully master 
the work as new EDS Bureau and to consolidate 
the results achieved in the past, namely during 
the last two Bureau mandates where Bauer 
was EDS Chairman. In this context, he created 
a comprehensive handbook on Bureau Man-
agement which assorted all important pieces 
of information about the relevant work areas of 
European Democrat Students, with a special 
outlook on how each area of responsibility is to 
fulfil its tasks and expectations. With regard to 
a smooth transition to the new leadership, he 
conducted a weekend-long changeover meet-
ing with his successor as well the first EPP Po-
litical Assembly in Brussels in September 2011 
where he introduced the new Chairman to EPP 

officials, including President Wilfried Martens, 
Secretary General Antonio Lopez-Isturiz, Depu-
ty Secretary General Luc Vandeputte and many 
others. It was also here, where the EDS resolu-
tion “European Identity and EP elections” dating 
back to April 2011 was adopted in the Political 
Assembly of the European People’s Party.
As author and coordinator of the EDS Book 
”Students on the right way. European Demo-
crat Students 1961-2011”, he was occupied 
for most of the year with composing the sec-
ond edition of this impressive study about the 
history of EDS. His work did not only include 
the authoring of the new chapter about the 
Millennium Years and its scientific foundation 
including appendices, but also the steady con-
tact and coordination with his co-author, the 
editors, the foreword contributors, the publish-
ers, the designers, the printing house, the EDS 
Secretariat and all other people involved in this 
project, reaching in top times up to 25 individ-
uals that had to be dealt with. After the EDS 
Book was accomplished, Honourary Chairman 
Bauer disseminated the first copies to import-
ant EDS partners and to the International Gar-
rick Club in person. He also delivered a speech 
at the official book launch on Europe Day 2012 
in the European Parliament in Brussels where 
besides his co-author Holger Thuss, EPP and 
CES President Wilfried Martens, EPP and CES 
Secretary General Antonio Lopez-Isturiz and 
CES Director Tomi Huhtanen addressed the 
EDS audience. 
Thirdly, he stayed at any time reachable and 
open for questions and requests. He supported 

the Bureau in each of its projects and responsi-
bilities and shared all his and his two Bureau’s 
experiences and expertise. The goal was al-
ways to bring EDS to its full potential by using 
all the framework provided by previous Bureaus 
and by stabilizing it for future generations. 
However, Honourary Chairman Bauer did not 
get involved in daily operations, nor in discus-
sion or decision, but helped and assisted the 
EDS leadership, only when explicitly requested 
to do so. 
Upon invitation, he also contributed with ar-
ticles to the EDS newsmagazine ”BullsEye” 
about the International Garrick Club, the EDS 
Book, the University of Passau or with opinion 
articles ”Towards a European governance? It is 
time to make Europe stronger” or ”European 
debates. The future of European politics”. In 
this aspect, he also successfully managed to 
fundraise a serious amount for the production 
of ”BullsEye” in 2012, in cooperation with the 
Editor-in-chief. 
Summing up, Honourary Chairman Bauer was 
firstly and utmost in charge of the best possi-
ble transition to his successor, briefing him and 
providing advice and expertise whenever spe-
cifically asked for. His main preoccupation was 
leading work on the new book on the European 
Democrat Students, a huge and challenging 
endeavour.  However, he was always available 
when knowledge, information, contacts or sim-
ply best practices were needed and he helped 
EDS as much as he could. With this attitude, he 
has set a high standard for how a predecessor 
should relate to any new Bureau.  

European Integration
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Bureau presence statistics 
Executive members  Non-Executive members

Official meetings Antal Halada Hopp Kastelic Krall Narkeviciute Politis Simmarano Vajzovic Zahariev Kauranne Choniashvili Issaev Narkeviciute

Vienna, Jul 11-13 Present Present Present Present Present Present Absent Present Present Present Present Present

Jurbise, Aug 12-14 Present Present Present Via Skype Present Present Via Skype Via Skype Absent Present Present Present

Prague, Sep 15-16 Present Present Present Absent Present Present Absent Present Present Present Present Present

Marseille, Dec 9 Present Present Present Present Present Present Absent Present Present Present Present Present

Mechelen, Feb 4 Present Via Skype Present Via Skype Absent Present Via Skype Via Skype Present Present Present

Zagreb, Feb 22 Present Present Present Absent Via Skype Present Present Present Present Present Present

Antwerp, May 8 Present Present Present Present Via Skype Present Via Skype Via Skype Present Present Present

Sopron, Jul 15 Present Present Present Via Skype Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Absent

TOTAL 100% 100% 100% 75% 88% 100% 100% 13% 100% 88% 100% 88% 100% 100%

Unofficial Meetings

Skype Meeting Jul 25 Present Present Present Present Present Absent Present Present Present Absent Present Present

Skype Meeting Aug 29 Present Present Present Present Present Present Absent Present Present Present Present Present

Skype Meeting Oct 12 Present Present Present Present Absent Present Absent Absent Present Present Absent Present

Skype Meeting Nov 2 Present Present Present Present Absent Present Absent Present Present Present Present Absent

Skype Meeting Nov 22 Present Present Present Present Present Present Absent Present Present Present Absent Present

Skype Meeting Dec 19 Present Present Present Present Absent Absent Absent Absent Present Present Present

Skype Meeting Jan 17 Present Present Absent Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Absent

Skype Meeting Apr 10 Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Absent Absent Present Present

Skype Meeting Jun 12 Present Absent Present Present Absent Present Present Absent Present Present Absent Absent

ALL COMBINED 100% 94% 94% 88% 69% 100% 88% 13% 75% 81% 94% 0% 81% 69%

2011 - 2012
EDS was active in all the spheres of EPP policy and 
other activities. As an association member, EDS 
holds voting rights in the Political Assembly and 
the EPP Congress. We are happy to benefit from 
the umbrella effect of a strong European partner – 
our mother party –  through which we benefit from 
various resources.
The mutual benefit for both is guaranteed and stu-
dents’ ideas were laid out to EPP fora. EDS was 
able to put its resolutions forward and thus our 
policies are heard in the relevant parts of Brussels. 
The EPP Political Assemblies (PA) were all at-
tended, mostly by the Chairman and at times by 
other bureau members. The first Political Assem-
bly between 19 and 20 September attended by 
Chairman Antal, Honourary Chairman Bauer and 
Secretary General Kauranne saw the adoption 
of the EDS resolution “European Identity and EP 
Elections”. The second Political Assembly held 6 
December in Marseille, before the Congress was 
attended by Secretary General Kauranne, when 
EDS Chairman was present at the Young North 
African Leaders meeting co-organised by the Cen-
tre for European Studies and the International Re-
publican Institute. The PA 6 and 7 February 2012 
discussed and accepted three Armenian parties 
for members in EPP, including the Prime Minister’s 
Party. EDS was represented by Chairman Antal 
and Policy Director Narkevičiūtė. The final PA of 
this working year was held on 4-5 June and Chair-
man Antal was joined by VC Narkevičiūtė and VC 
Hopp. This meeting saw the adoption of the EDS 
Resolution entitled “Knowledge is Power”, crown-
ing our campaign efforts.
The other EPP such as Working group 1 chaired 
by President Martens discussed the Manifes-
to and Platform on which EPP will stand for the 

next two decades. This will be adopted in the 
Bucharest Congress in October 2012 and EDS 
was instrumental in adding the students’ inputs 
to the Platform. The Working Group 2 led by EPP 
Vice-President Rumiana Jelena and MEP Gunnar 
Hökmark was also attended by various bureau 
members and EDS is supporting the motions on 
trade and the single European market, which are 
also presented for the consideration of the EPP 
Congress in October 2012. Working Group 3, 
headed by MEP Corien Wortmann-Kool discussed 
membership of Armenian and Georgian parties 
as well as the re-application of LDK Kosovo for 
EPP membership. It also discussed the situa-
tion with DSS Serbia and PPCD Moldova, which 
are no longer members of EPP through their 
own choice. 
EDS took part in other activities of the EPP. The EPP 
campaign managers’ meeting was held in Bel-
grade, Serbia from 19-22 October 2011 and 3-4 
May 2012 in Brussels, where we had a chance 
to learn the newest trends in campaigning and 
apply the best practices, which are applicable to 
our own campaign – Knowledge is Power. The Eu-
ropean Ideas Network’s summer school in Bucha-
rest saw speakers and networking possibilities for 
EDS, where Chairman Antal and Editor-in-Chief Fal-
kowska represented EDS. As a proud union mem-
ber of the Robert Schuman Institute, EDS took 
part in its General Assembly in Marseille, during 
the EPP Congress. EDS also used the opportunity 
given by the EPP at the Marseille Congress and in 
cooperation with its member UNI-Met France held 
a side event during the Congress on the second 
day’s morning. EDS stays strongly committed to 
its partnership and future involvement in all the 
fora of the EPP, our mother party.

EDS work in 
EPP 2011/2012
EDS was active in all the spheres of EPP policy and 
other activities. As an association member, EDS 
holds voting rights in the Political Assembly and 
the EPP Congress. We are happy to benefit from 
the umbrella effect of a strong European partner – 
our mother party –  through which we benefit from 
various resources.
The mutual benefit for both is guaranteed and stu-
dents’ ideas were laid out to EPP fora. EDS was 

EPP 2011/2012

able to put its resolutions forward and thus our 
policies are heard in the relevant parts of Brussels. 
The EPP Political Assemblies (PA) were all at-
tended, mostly by the Chairman and at times by 
other bureau members. The first Political Assem-
bly between 19 and 20 September attended by 
Chairman Antal, Honourary Chairman Bauer and 
Secretary General Kauranne saw the adoption 
of the EDS resolution “European Identity and EP 
Elections”. The second Political Assembly held 6 
December in Marseille, before the Congress was 
attended by Secretary General Kauranne, when 
EDS Chairman was present at the Young North 
African Leaders meeting co-organised by the Cen-
tre for European Studies and the International Re-
publican Institute. The PA 6 and 7 February 2012 
discussed and accepted three Armenian parties 
for members in EPP, including the Prime Minister’s 
Party. EDS was represented by Chairman Antal 

able to put its resolutions forward and thus our 
policies are heard in the relevant parts of Brussels. 
The EPP Political Assemblies (PA) were all at-
tended, mostly by the Chairman and at times by 
other bureau members. The first Political Assem-
bly between 19 and 20 September attended by 
Chairman Antal, Honourary Chairman Bauer and 
Secretary General Kauranne saw the adoption 

and Policy Director Narkeviči
this working year was held on 4-5 June and Chair-
man Antal was joined by VC Narkeviči
Hopp. This meeting saw the adoption of the EDS 
Resolution entitled “Knowledge is Power”, crown-
ing our campaign efforts.
The other EPP such as Working group 1 chaired 
by President Martens discussed the Manifes-
to and Platform on which EPP will stand for the 

December in Marseille, before the Congress was 
attended by Secretary General Kauranne, when 
EDS Chairman was present at the Young North 
African Leaders meeting co-organised by the Cen-
tre for European Studies and the International Re-
publican Institute. The PA 6 and 7 February 2012 
discussed and accepted three Armenian parties 
for members in EPP, including the Prime Minister’s 
Party. EDS was represented by Chairman Antal 
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During the working year 2011-12, the Permanent Working Group for Higher Edu-
cation and Research had three co-chairs: Reetta Marttinen (TK Finland), Juliane 
Ruschinzik (RCDS Germany) and Florian Weinberger (AG Austria).
The first issue tackled by the Permanent Working Group for Higher Education and 
Research (PWG HE&R) was student involvement. In two resolutions on student 
elections, both adopted in Prague, EDS called for free student elections and the pos-
sibility of e-voting. In the second meeting of the PWG HE&R in Marseille, a resolution 
on student involvement in university administration and government was passed 
calling for a closer involvement of students in higher education policies, administra-
tion and projects.
The PWG HE&R adopted the new method of working in Zagreb which provides a lot 
more time for in-depth discussion on motions. The topic of the meeting in Zagreb 
was the evaluation of teaching. First the group collected their thoughts on a flipchart 
divided into problems, facts and solutions. After that all the ideas were discussed 
and the group decided which of them it wanted to keep in the draft motion. Finally 
the participants were divided into two groups. One wrote the explanatory part to 
the draft motion whilst the other wrote the solutions. The PWG also dealt with mo-
tions presented by member organizations: a draft motion by RCDS Germany on the 

harmonization of semester dates in Europe, which was heatedly discussed but not 
adopted by the council, and a motion on student housing by eDH Belgium, which 
was handed over to the co-chairs for further work.
In March 2012 RCDS Germany held an extraordinary permanent working group 
meeting on the topic of “Youth Unemployment” in Berlin. After an introduction on 
the first evening, on the second day the meeting commenced in the German Par-
liament where the Parliamentary State Secretary Dr. Ralf Brauksiepe presented and 
discussed with the group the German model of professional education and Counsel-
lor Jaques Simbsler from the French embassy gave a speech on youth unemploy-
ment in France. The day ended with a guided tour through the Parliament building 
and its dome as well as a visit to the Federal Chancellery. The third day and the 
morning of the last day were entirely devoted to a fruitful discussion of and work 
on a motion on the meeting’s subject with a lot of different views and proposals.
At the council meeting in Antwerp in May 2012, the resolution written by the PWG 
in Zagreb was discussed a second time and adopted by the council. Student hous-
ing was the main topic of the PWG meeting with the aim of finding new approaches 
to adequate and affordable accommodations for students. The outcome was a draft 
proposal for presentation to the council at the SummerU 2012.

Higher Education & Research
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The Co-Chairmen:
Reetta Marttinen is 31 years old. She is the international 
secretary of TK Finland. She majors in Regional Studies and 
Swedish in University of Vaasa. Her Bachelor’s thesis  dealt with 
the social and local impacts of universities. 

Florian Weinberger is 25 years old and the international 
secretary of AG Austrian. He also is member of the Austrian dele-
gation at the European Student Union. Florian studies agricultural 
economics in Vienna. 

Juliane Ruschinzik is 26 years old and a member of the 
working group on European affairs of RCDS, the biggest student 
organisation in Germany. She is  in the final year of her studies in 
law at the Humboldt-University of Berlin.
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During the 2011-12 working year, the Policies for Europe (PfE) Permanent 
Working Group has been chaired by Matt Lewis  (YCEG, United Kingdom), 
Athanasios Karagiannis (DAP-NDFK, Greece), and Tornike Choniashvili (YSO 
Graali, Georgia).
During a year in which co-chairs and the bureau worked closer together than 
ever before, PfE has debated motions on an eclectic range of topics, from visa 
liberalisation, to environment and energy, to what it means to have a European 
identity.
The working year began with a council meeting in Prague. A motion on the 
Wider Black Sea region, proposed by Graali Georgia was debated, demonstrat-
ing EDS’ commitment to areas beyond the EU border.
The second working group of the year coincided with the EPP’s congress in Mar-
seille. PfE discussed motions on European Identity, EU-South Caucasus relations, 
and EU visa liberalisation for Kosovo. The mix of theoretical and logistical motions 
showed the EDS working group system to be a powerful political engine.
At the EDS Winter University, hosted in the Croatian city of Zagreb, the PWGs 
applied for the first time the new working system. The participants of the PWG 
PfE began with a brainstorming session on Environmental and Energy Policies 
within Europe, before moving to more detailed discussion, and finally writing 
a motion on the topic. Furthermore, in this meeting a motion on EU visa liber-
alisation was presented by TLDM Moldova, which successfully passed both 
the Working Group and Council voting. Finally, the Conference Resolution on 
“the states formed after disintegration of former Socialist Federal State of Yu-
goslavia” was discussed and formed by including also the several points from 
two other motions, on the same topic, written by TDLM Moldova and YFU of 
VMRO-DPMNE FYROM.
The council meeting in spring, which took place in Antwerp, saw the group 
debate a motion on “Youth Unemployment”. The discussion was extreme-
ly fruitful, and the participants clearly defined a series of common social and 
economical solutions that can tackle unemployment at a European level. 
Moreover, the previous motion on “ Environmental and Energy Policies” was 
amended and passed by the Working Group. These are two vital areas that are 
ever more important in contemporary politics, and demonstrate EDS’ evolving 
agenda since its foundation, over 50 years ago.

Policies for 
Europe

permanent Working groups

The Co-Chairmen:
Athanasios Karagiannis started as the Head of Delegation for DAP-NDFK to EDS in 2011. He is 23 years old and was born in Athens. He has been active in EDS as a co-chair of PWG 
“Policies for Europe” during the 2011-2012 working year, and has also participated in the European Youth Parliament since 2005. He has always been interested in the economic and energy issues 
of Europe. He is also the Head of Volunteerism in ONNED.

Matt Lewis represents the Young Conservative Europe Group (YCEG), for whom he has been Chairman since 2009. He first attended an EDS event in Budapest in spring 2008, and co-chaired 
the Human Rights PWG in 2011. Aged 27, Matt was born in Winchester, and currently lives in London. He has a BA Law and Politics from the universities of Keele (UK), and Nelson Mandela 
Metropolitan (South Africa), and MSc International Marketing from Queen Mary, University of London. Matt is employed as Director of Nucleus, a London and Brussels based euro-realist campaign 
organisation, besides which he runs the UK branch of EuropAssociation, and is a keen rower and marathon runner.

Tornike Choniashvili is 25 years old, and was born in Tbilisi, Georgia. He has a master’s degree in Political Science, Diplomacy, Middle East history, European History and International 
Law.  He was Chairman of YSO “Graali” for 2008-2011. He is currently International Secretary of National Democratic Party of Georgia, and Honorary Chairman of YSO “Graali”.  He has been active 
in EDS since the 2008 summer university in Cyprus.

In May 2012, Tornike was appointed EDS Communication Director.

The Co-Chairmen:
 started as the Head of Delegation for DAP-NDFK to EDS in 2011. He is 23 years old and was born in Athens. He has been active in EDS as a co-chair of PWG 
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The Co-Chairmen:
Anna Tamási is the official representative of Fidesz Youth in EDS and also the 
vice-chairwoman of the local branch of Fidesz Youth in her hometown, Keszthely. 
Anna is 25 years old and graduated with a Master’s degree in International Relations, 
European Studies. She is currently working for the National Institute of Public 
Administration as a project manager, dealing with high priority projects such as State 
Reform Operational Program. She has been active in EDS since 2009.

Stelios Georgiou is the International Secretary of FPK Protoporia Cyprus, a 
member of the organisation since September 2007. He is 26 years old and was born 
in Nicosia, Cyprus. He studied law in the United Kingdom, completing his studies 
in August 2011. He is a trainee lawyer, currently in the 9th month of his one year 
training contract. He has been active in EDS since February 2010.

Charlotte Spurkeland is 25 years old and represents HSF-Norway, where she 
has been a vice-chairwoman since 2010.  Charlotte is a member of the City Council 
in Bergen and is the Bergen Conservative party’s spokeswoman on Cultural Affairs. 
She works as a political advisor for the Bergen Conservative Party, as well as being a 
law student at the University of Bergen.

permanent Working groups

During the working year 2011-12 the Permanent Working Group on Human Rights 
was chaired by Stelios Georgiou (FPK Protoporia - Cyprus), Anna Tamasi (Fidesz 
Youth - Hungary) and Charlotte Spurkeland (HSF - Norway). 
The PWG began its work during the first Bureau Meeting in Jurbise, Belgium in 
August 2012 and a working plan for the entire year was drafted. The working plan, 
which was put forward for the PWG at the first meeting of the Council in Prague 
in October 2011, touched on both European and worldwide human rights issues. 
The PWG started its work in Prague where the co-chairs started the year by giving 
a presentation of human rights for the working group. The PWG discussed the 
conference motion for Prague on sustainable development in Central and Eastern 
Europe, both from a human rights and a general point of view. In addition, the co-
chairs presented a motion on the drought and famine in east Africa, touching on 
NATO and EU operations against piracy, which was passed in the Council. 
For the Marseille meeting in December 2011, the working-group focused on 
the conference motion presented by the Bureau which was on immigration and 
integration, giving the motion a human rights perspective. Many of the amend-
ments subsequently proposed by the PWG were passed in the Council. There was 
also a larger discussion about a motion on gay rights which was presented by 
HSF-Norway. 
The Marseille event ended with extensive co-chair training in a new system of 
working which was put into action for the first time in Zagreb in February 2012. 
In Zagreb the co-chairs presented a background paper on human rights in China 
which was used as the starting point for discussions and the forming of a mo-
tion during the working group session. In addition to this the PWG forwarded a 
statement strongly condemning the incident involving the Russian peacekeeping 
mission to Transnistria which resulted in the death of young Vadim Pisari, calling 
on EU and OSCE to pay more attention to the current situation in Transnistria. This 
statement was passed in the Council. 
In Brussels/Antwerp in May 2012 the motion on human rights in China was passed 
by the Council. The PWG session worked on the formation of a motion on the right 
to education, titled Knowledge is Power. The PWG also worked on a motion on 
Roma people in Europe. Both of these motions will be put forward for the Council 
at the Summer University in July. 
During the year the PWG has touched both on ongoing universal human rights 
issues as well as current human rights violations both in Europe and elsewhere in 
the World. EDS still sees the need to fight for the right to freedom and individual 
rights for all, the very foundations of why EDS was founded in 1961. 

permanent Working groups

Human Rights

The Co-Chairmen:
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The Co-Chairmen:
Anna Tamási 
vice-chairwoman of the local branch of Fidesz Youth in her hometown, Keszthely. 
Anna is 25 years old and graduated with a Master’s degree in International Relations, 
European Studies. She is currently working for the National Institute of Public 
Administration as a project manager, dealing with high priority projects such as State 
Reform Operational Program. She has been active in EDS since 2009.

Stelios Georgiou
member of the organisation since September 2007. He is 26 years old and was born 
in Nicosia, Cyprus. He studied law in the United Kingdom, completing his studies 
in August 2011. He is a trainee lawyer, currently in the 9th month of his one year 
training contract. He has been active in EDS since February 2010.

Charlotte Spurkeland
has been a vice-chairwoman since 2010.  Charlotte is a member of the City Council 

The Co-Chairmen:
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The ‘Euronest’ programme ensures a step by step process of development for 
countries, enabling them to advance legislation at their own appropriate pace 
rather than imposing deadlines for the enactment of reforms. Azerbaijan, Arme-
nia, Georgia, Belarus, Moldova and Ukraine, to varying degrees, are implementing 
political and social reforms. 
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student organi-
sation of the European People’s Party (EPP),
Declare our support for the integration process of the South-Eastern European 
countries. 
Consider that the ‘Euronest’ programme is one of the best available tools to consol-
idate political and social reforms in the participant countries, and urge the European 

community to support the further development of the ‘Euronest’ programme. 
Call upon all the relevant European youth organisations to be involved in the mon-
itoring process of the Eastern partnership. 
Believe that it would be beneficial if a ‘Euronest’ country could receive help from 
their nearest neighbour who is an EU member. This process would ensure a fluid 
path for the ‘Euronest’ member to eventually enter into direct negotiations for 
accession to the European Union.  
Urge the European community to fully engage in opposing all forms of obstruc-
tion to ‘Euronest’ member’s processes of development. Should a non-EU country 
obstruct this process directly, the EU should uphold the ‘Euronest’ members’ pro-
cess of development, adopting all appropriate all non-confrontational measures.  

Gilad Shalit is an Israeli soldier and French citizen who was captured on 25th June 
2006 by Hamas in a cross-border raid near Kerem-Shalom crossing in Israel, and has 
been held hostage at an unknown location in the Gaza Strip by Hamas ever since.
The European Union, United States, Canada, Israel and Japan all classify Hamas 
as a terrorist organisation.
German Chancellor Angela Merkel and French President Nicolas Sarkozy issued 
a joint call on Friday 17th of June 2011 for the release of Gilad Shalit as part of a 
deal with Hamas.
President Sarkozy and Chancellor Merkel have each called for Shalit’s release sep-
arately in the past, but this marks the first time the two European leaders issued 
a joint call on the matter, which was an unusual move at a meeting meant to 
discuss an urgent European topic, their comments coming eight days before the 
fifth anniversary of Gilad Shalit’s abduction.
Since 2006, the International Red Cross (ICRC) has repeatedly asked Hamas to al-
low visits by the ICRC to ascertain Shalit’s conditions of detention and treatment, 
but to no avail. An ICRC representative said that under international humanitarian 
law, Shalit is entitled to regular and unconditional contacts with his family.

Last January the French Foreign Minister visited Shalit’s family near the Prime 
Minister’s residence in Jerusalem and promised Gilad’s father Noam Shalit, “to 
make all efforts to bring Gilad home, because he is also a French citizen and a 
prisoner without proper conditions”.
We, the European Democrat Students, the official student organisation 
of the European People’s Party (EPP):
• Believe it is unheard of that a European citizen, or any human being, should 

suffer intolerable conditions in captivity, regardless of the circumstances of the 
kidnapping, and require Hamas to give Gilad Shalit all his rights under interna-
tional law.

• Encourage European leaders to continue to intensify their efforts for better con-
ditions of Gilad Shalit’s captivity and for his rapid release.

• Call on all members of the EPP group in the European Parliament to take appro-
priate measures to raise this issue.

• Encourage all states of Europe, the UN, and especially Russia and Turkey given 
their importance in this area, to recognise Hamas as a terrorist organisation and 
act accordingly in the future.

Conference Resolution on European  
policies on Eastern partnership

Resolution on the Need to Improve the Conditions of Captivity 
and to Release Kidnapped European Citizen Gilad Shalit

Adopted by the Council in Vienna on July 11, 2011 
Presented by YCEG United Kingdom and YSO GRAALI Georgia

Adopted by the Council in Vienna on July 11, 2011  
Presented by YLC Israel

resolutions & statements

20 years ago Europe paved the road to its long waited democratic development. 
Just then communities could perceive new values and understandings. In the 
following years after the fall of communism millions of minds opened to the fun-
damental values of modern day democracy and human rights. One of the new 
values brought to life back then was the sustainable development concept. The 
ground-breaking understanding stated that Europe’s progress toward economic 
development could be sustained without depleting natural resources or harming 
the environment. The idea started with the Brundtland Report that interconnected 
economic and ecological policies. In the following years international agreements 
were achieved and Europe was already looking at a new horizon.
Sustainable development suggests to consider the economy and ecology to-
gether, without opposing one the other. Ecological developments such as new 
energies, green IT or new ways of thinking towards natural resources are opening 
new fields of economic growth. The business world is investing in sustainable 
development more and more. There is a need of a better sustainable development 
approach because of the economic growth in our countries.
After a long transition Europe, along with EU action, has laid a stable foundation 
of its democratic development, and has become pioneer in the environmental 
awareness and protection. This is due to the fact that democracy and sustainable 
development go hand in hand.” 
Europe’s strong commitment to environmental issues and climate change was 
unfolded to its full meaning in the Europe 2020, a European strategy for smart, 
sustainable and inclusive growth.
We the European Democrat Students, the official student organisation 
of the European People’s Party EPP
Representing the new generation of open-minded democratic young people,
Having the understanding that democracy and human rights, are the prerequisites 
for a sustainable development concept,
Bearing in mind that, in a democratic society, the access to information provides 
citizens with the ability to participate effectively in the decision-making process, 
Recognising that in the former communist states of Europe, ecologic thinking and 
the promotion of sustainable development only came up after the fall of the wall 
and the spreading of democracy.

Realising that many conservative and Christian-democratic parties across Europe, 
being the strongest political group, have a new horizon to perceive and a chal-
lenge to take,
Regarding climate change as a priority for our and the next generations,
Stating that substantial investments in higher education, research and develop-
ment as well as in industrial infrastructure and innovation is fundamental for a 
sustainable development.
Acknowledging the remarkable contribution of the ECtHR jurisprudence in the pro-
tection of human rights across Central and Eastern Europe”
“Realising the significant potential of the EU, the CoE and NGOs in further human 
rights promotion and protection”
Recognising that economic and environmental policies should not be managed 
separately,
Encourage all Conservative, Christian-democratic student and youth organisations 
to promote sustainable development along with democracy and human rights;
Support the establishment, and active functioning of those institutions that pro-
mote a sustainable society, which effectively blends economic  development and  
environmental  protection;  
Underline the importance of fundamental rights of the citizens, to have access to 
education and public awareness programs, to be able to ask informed questions 
about proposed projects, to offer  informed  and  articulate  criticism and to re-
verse  arbitrary  exercises  of power;
Request the adoption of a wide range of plans and strategies for sustainable de-
velopment at international and national levels and the creation of political forums 
and councils to identify and debate sustainable development issues; 
Call on all EPP member parties to recognise environmental policy and climate 
change as a core Conservative value to promote and a challenge to meet;
Further invite the governments of all EU Member States to bind economic growth 
strategies with climate change strategies and actions, following the Europe 2020 
principle of a resource efficient, greener and more competitive economy;
European education institutions need to include environmental topics within new 
curricula.  New studies should include topics on sustainable development which 
lead the students to a complete understanding of the issue without considering 

Conference Resolution 
Twenty Years of Democracy and Sustainable  
Development in Central and Eastern Europe
Adopted by the Council in Prague on September 17, 2011
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it to be an ideology.
Call on all education institutions in Europe to consider the installation of an envi-
ronmental plan.
• Encourage Multinational Companies and the WTO to take more responsibility
and implement policies that ensures more ecological and sustainable
development.
• Urge the European Commission to even further foster the principles of sus-

tainable development by actively encourage the implementation of the Europe 
2020 in national strategies;

• Recommend the development and the use of legal principles of sustainable 
development (e.g. ‘polluter pays’, precaution, and prior informed consent).

Recognising the great dependence of our continent on Russian gas, call for the 
increased exploitation of other internally available resources, the diversification 
of suppliers and sources, and for future negotiations for imported oil/gas be 
carried out as a bloc; EU or CoE or OECD.

• Believe that some European countries have no/a poor ecological policy ap-
proach. We advocate the use of carrot over stick, (emphasise financial incen-
tives for example), but this should not be an opt-in area of policy. 

• Address the unnecessary consumption of energy and resource by Europe’s citizens.

• Believe that the free market is usually the most effective mechanism to allo-
cate scarce resources, but that in energy markets government intervention is 
appropriate to promote a more sustainable development of the energy sector.

• Believe government involvement to ensure growth of sustainable industries, 
and to promote efficiency, is desirable. Green taxes, subsidies etc. can be used 
in conjunction with a free market approach.

• Recognise that there is a Europe-without –the EU. We must avoid an EU mem-
ber/non-member split within the continent. We ought to consider all non-mem-
bers as future members in waiting.

• Recognise that outside Europe it is important to exercise soft power to influ-
ence world events. Many of these issues cannot be contained within borders, 
and we cannot be only inwardly looking.

• Call for Europe to adopt a long-term view, with staging-posts to ensure the 
necessary progress is being made.

• Call for Europe to raise awareness among its citizens of the responsibility and 
advantages of promoting sustainable development, particularly by encouraging 
media discussion of these topics.

• Call for Europe to lead people to making the right decisions of their own volition, 
rather than forcing people to make these choices.

Both The European Convention on Human Rights (Articles 9, 10 and 11) and The 
Charter of Fundamental Rights (Articles 10, 11, 12 and 14) grant the right to free-
dom of thought, expression and association as well as the right to education. On 
those grounds all student organisations should be allowed to participate in student 
elections and arrange gatherings and rallies regardless of their political convictions.
Active citizenship involves a knowledge of political parties and the democratic 
system and an opportunity to participate in political activities and elections. Polit-
ical student organisations are the most natural route through which students can 
engage in this way and thus become active citizens.
Students are denied equal representation whenever (party) political student or-
ganisations are not allowed to take part in student elections and activities.

As adults should be allowed to decide for themselves whom to vote for in student 
elections and who should be eligible to stand in these elections.
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student organi-
sation of the European People’s Party (EPP),
• call for free student elections at all public higher education institutions in order 

to build a body representing student affairs concerning higher education and 
student life at their higher education institution,

• request that in all public higher education institutions there should be student 
elections,

• ask that all student organisations, including political ones, be allowed to partici-
pate in student elections, regardless of their political affiliation.

Over the past few years the internet has established itself as a modern means 
of communication throughout society. Today the majority of European people, 
in particular students, have access to the internet. The range of possibilities 
offered by the internet has continuously evolved: information is available at the 
push of a button whilst online shopping and internet banking are now consid-
ered as a matter of course. Even many administrative matters can now be 
handled via internet.
Against this background, it stands to reason to use the advantages of the internet 
and its growing popularity for elections and voting at universities. Voter participation 
in student elections has decreased persistently at many universities. Web-based 
voting and elections could provide an opportunity to counteract this process.

The option of web-based voting provides a big opportunity to raise interest and par-
ticipation in student elections. Nevertheless, it has to be stressed that it is of utmost 
importance that the casting of votes via the internet has to be in keeping with the 
principles of freedom of choice, equality of choice and privacy of choice. Further-
more, web-based elections must have the same standards of security that exist in 
common paper-based elections.
Another positive side effect of internet voting could be a possible reduction in costs.
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student organi-
sation of the European People’s Party (EPP),
• call on all student bodies and universities to offer internet voting in addition to 

the common paper-based voting in student elections at universities.

Resolution on free student elections

Resolution on internet voting in student elections

Adopted by the Council in Prague on September 17, 2011
Presented by PWG Higher Education & Research

Adopted by the Council in Prague on September 17, 2011
Presented by PWG Higher Education and Research

In the twenty-first century the wider Black Sea region is often viewed as a 
new hub for the European security system.  The key role now held by the 
Black Sea region can be explained by the recent enlargements of both the 
EU and NATO, along with the growing geopolitical importance of the Cau-
casus and Central Asia. The Caspian’s role as an alternative energy source  
is also essential.
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student organi-
sation of the European Peoples’ Party (EPP),
• Recognise the importance of both a secure a stable energy supply for the EU.
• Emphasise the need for strong support for the development of pipeline projects 

of both oil and natural gas from the Caspian region which would provide greater 
diversification of the EU market’s energy supply.

• Recommend that the EU supports projects involving transport corridors.
• Consider the Black Sea region as  a bridge for the European security system. Its 

role in terms of the prevention of Europe’s main security challenges is essential.  
In this regard, the Border Assistance Mission to Ukraine and Moldova is an 
important initiative, and a similar engagement should be pursued in the South 
Caucasian states.

• Underline that the EU should adopt a long-term approach focusing on the build-

ing of state institutions and the rule of law. It should focus on the strengthening 
of functioning and accountable core state institutions which will in turn provide 
the framework for democracy to grow. The South East European Cooperation 
Initiative’s centre in Bucharest may provide a useful model for law-enforcement 
coordination.

• Are convinced that the full involvement and specific, flexible strategy of regional 
organisations is essential.

• Call on the Black Sea regional organisations to focus on long-term regional 
strategy. For instance, in terms of the European security system the EU should 
assume a role of the BSEC.

• Underline that drawing on the experience, and bringing about the engagement, 
of the EU members Romania and Bulgaria is essential. The EU should support 
the initiatives of these states as they are vital contributors to a coherent EU 
strategy in the Black Sea region.

• Emphasise that active EU support for NATO’s role in the wider Black Sea region 
is crucial for the European security system. The EU should be more active in 
terms of regional integration.

• Accept the importance of the EU–USA partnership in the process of crafting 
policy towards the Black Sea region

Resolution on the wider Black Sea Region
Adopted by the Council in Prague on September 17, 2011 
Presented by PWG Policies for Europe
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We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student organi-
sation of the European People’s Party (EPP),
Deeply concerned by the drought and famine which have brought areas of East 
African region to their knees and threatens to starve millions of people to death,
Realising that in some famine-struck areas the food crisis has also been fuelled by 
the Al-Shebab regime and a complete breakdown in governance and international 
diplomacy,
Strongly supporting the European Union and NATO efforts to eliminate piracy off 
the coast of Somalia, as this is a potential way to get food and medical supplies 

into famine-struck areas, 
Desiring to break the stalemate that threatens the survival of millions,
Call upon all members of the European Parliament to:
• Step forward and encourage nations that still trade with East African regimes, 

who are in conflict with other local leaders and isolated from the international 
community, to lead mediation efforts to ensure that these regimes allow imme-
diate and secure access to all famine-struck territories under their control to hu-
manitarian agencies.

• Encourage additional European Union and NATO operations against piracy.

Resolution on Drought and Famine in East Africa
Adopted by the Council in Prague on September 17, 2011 
Presented by PWG Human Rights

Having considered the distinction among the terms of refugees, immigrants 
(legal or illegal) and minorities,
Guided by the protection of the human rights according to the European Con-
vention on Human Rights, the European Charter of Fundamental Rights, the 
European directives (e.g. 2003/86, 2003/109, 2004/38, 2004/114) and the 
work of the European Court of Human Rights, 
Having studied the several agreements between European states and third 
countries regarding immigration and asylum seekers,
Aware of the fact that the majority of the immigrants who enter the European 

countries have no identification papers and travel documents,
Conscious by the fact that the European countries have no right to transfer 
the immigrants of the previous category to any third country,
Deeply concerned by the fact that the majority of EU Member States have not 
succeeded to integrate the numerous immigrants entering Europe and have 
not efficiently faced the multicultural challenges in their regions,
Further recognizing that due to the insignificant and inefficient policy of EU 
countries, immigrants established in these countries tend to cause problems 
(e.g. crime, provocation, illegal trade) to the local societies, 

Conference Resolution Multiculturalism in Europe:  
Challenges & Opportunities
Adopted by the Council in Marseille on December 10, 2011

Students are stakeholders within the university community. Higher education insti-
tutions would not exist without the students. Therefore students should be treated 
equally within the higher education institution alongside other groups such as teach-
ers and researchers.
Higher education is an investment for both individuals’ and society’s future and there-
fore there is a demand for the students to be involved into decision making on all levels 
of administration and all administrative bodies in higher education institutions.
Often however students are not included in the decision making process. An active 
inclusion of students is often determined unnecessary - a simple hearing wrongly 
accepted as sufficient. A higher education system cannot claim to be democratic if 
it does not include all groups in decision making. 
Students should be allowed to elect their representation themselves and not be 
appointed by any authority within the higher education institution such as a rector.
The European Union funds universities of neighbouring countries to co-operate 
through the TEMPUS projects. One of the requirements for funding TEMPUS proj-
ects is that the students be involved in them. However, active student involvement 
is not always straightforward in TEMPUS projects. This indicates that there exist 
problems in recognizing students as stakeholders within universities.
It is a fact universally acknowledged that student involvement in the higher educa-
tion institution’s administration improves the quality of education and therefore it 
is one of the ingredients that are taken into account in audits of quality assurance 
systems in higher education system.
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student organi-
sation of the European People’s Party (EPP),
• call for all higher education institutions to integrate students into decision making 

at all levels of administration and in all administrative bodies,
• require that all higher education institutions allow students to elect their rep-

resentation,
• demand that all decision making be democratic and take into account the views 

of all groups within the university.
• emphasize that the European Union needs to use its influence over universities 

to take action on student involvement in those projects which are funded by it.

Resolution on Student  
Involvement in Higher  
Education Policies,  
Administration and Projects
Adopted by the Council in Marseille on December 10, 2011
Presented by PWG Higher Education and Research

We, the European Democrat Students, the official student organisa-
tion of the European People’s Party (EPP) note:
Bearing in mind that Europeans have common norms and values that transcend na-
tional or state identity, that have been promoted most actively, through evolution of 
the European Union, and that can help us understand the way Europeans approach 
politics, economics and society, and give Europeans a distinctive identity,
Noting that the initial point of most discussions on European identity is the idea that 
a political community needs a common set of values and  references to ensure 
its coherence, to guide its actions and to endow these with legitimacy and meaning,
Acknowledging the importance of the common heritage of Roman and Greek histo-
ry, Renaissance, enlightenment and, of Christian values.
Fully aware of the fact that the identity of the European Union has predominantly 
been defined politically; according to the Treaties and the Berlin Declaration, the 
EU is founded on the principles of liberty, democracy, respect for human rights and 
fundamental freedoms, the rule of law and “common ideals” including the individ-
ual, human dignity and equality of men and women. If there is a risk of a serious 
breach of these principles by a member state, some of its membership rights can 
be suspended,
Pointing out that according to survey results EU citizens continue to identify first of 
all with their own countries. A Eurobarometer survey published in May 2008 shows 
that 91% of the interviewees felt attachment to their nations and only 49% to the 
European Union,
Alarmed by the low voter turnout in European Parliament elections (a record  
low was reached in 2004, when only 45.6% of the EU electorate voted), which 
seems to indicate a general lack of interest and attachment to the European  
political project,
Stressing that, despite the fundamental differences that exist, there are a  
number of factors that are seen by most as preconditions for the emergence of  
a European identity in:
• Politics: Strengthening democratic participation at all levels, and more democracy 

at EU level,
• Education and culture: The harmonisation of national curricula, e.g. a greater focus 

on European history, language learning and cross-cultural exchange.
• Social and economic cohesion: Counteracting social and economic differences,
Encouraging the introduction over the years of different European symbols,  

Resolution on European Identity
Adopted by the Council in Marseille on December 10, 2011 
Presented by PWG Policies for Europe
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programs and actions, which undoubtedly are important for developing active Euro-
pean citizenship and which could add to a sense of shared identity:
 
We, the European Democrat Students, the official student organisation 
of the European People’s Party (EPP), call for the EU to:
• Promote the diversity of its cultures, while bringing the common cultural heritage 

to the fore;
• Respect fundamental rights, as guaranteed by the European Convention for the 

Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms;
• Mark a new stage in the process of European integration undertaken with the 

establishment of the European Regions;
• Spread more common symbols and teaching a  common understand-

ing of European history and of the roots of the European integration process, 
which is based on the idea of shared sovereignty;

• Support the continuation of programmes in the education and cultural areas 
• Enhance the concept of a European citizenship in order that it is equivalent to 

national citizenship.
• Call upon the creation of an even closer union among the peoples of Europe, in 

which decisions are taken as closely as possible to the citizen, power must be 
exercised with a view to solidarity, effectiveness and the participation of the citi-
zens. This closer union can be achieved by organising civil summits across Europe 
where citizens can discuss basic European political issues, and can suggest solu-
tions. Support the activities of NGOs which deal with issues of European identity.

• Further support the implementation of the European Baccalaureate educational 
system in all EU members in order to promote and implant the EB as an optional 
way of entering Higher Educational Institutions in their own national schools both 
public and private. (PWG of HE ‘European harmonisation of admission process in 
to Higher education’ 3rd Council Meeting).

Recognizing that: 
• The European Parliament has identified visa-free travel as a milestone to-

wards strengthening the stabilization and association process.
• Visa-free travel contributes to deeper integration in the common market, as 

well as to fostering trade, innovation and growth.
• The Kosovo government is dedicated to adopt in full and without delay the 

necessary reforms to meet their respective benchmarks. 
Considering that:
• The European Commission has indicated that dialogue with authorities in 

Prishtina shall start in December this year regarding visas. 

• The European Commission is to report on Kosovo’s progress in meeting all the 
benchmarks set in the roadmap, no later than in early 2012.

The European Democrats Students, calls on the EU and it’s Member 
States:
• To assist Kosovo in the process of adopting the necessary reforms to meet 

the respective benchmarks.
• To include Kosovo in the liberalized visa regime by late-2012, after complying 

with the benchmarks set out in the Commission’s roadmaps. 
• Until then to put Kosovo in the so called “white schengen list” especially 

students from Kosovo having already enrolled on a program in EU countries. 

The strategic location of the south Caucasus, squeezed between the Black & Caspi-
an Seas, Iran, Russia & Turkey, make it an area of crucial importance to the European 
security system. The Region is viewed as front-line in the battle against threats such 
as terrorism, proliferation & regional instability.
It should be stressed that the south Caucasus is also the part of the European politi-
cal system. The Countries of the region are involved in such essential EU projects, as 
the European Neighbourhood Policy & the Eastern partnership.
EU’s growing interest in diversification of the energy supplies pushes it towards 
close cooperation with the south Caucasus. The South Caucasus touches a number 
of European Key energy projects, as Shah Deniz gas field, Baku–Tbilisi–Ceyhan pipe-
line, Baku-Tbilisi-Erzurum. 
The three countries of the south Caucasus benefit from the EU’s Generalized System 
of Preferences. Under the current GSP Regulation covering the time from 1.01.09 to 
31.12.11, all of them qualify for the special incentive arrangements for sustainable 
development & good governance (GSP+), offering an extra beneficial access to the 
EU Market.
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student organiza-
tion of the European People’s Party (EPP),
• Encourage the further enhancement of  both the economic & political coopera-

tion between the EU & the south Caucasus;
• Declare our support to  the European Neighborhood principal of conditionality : 

‘More for more’ within the Region, therefore 
• welcome  the  implementation of the Visa facilitation & readmission agreements 

with Georgia;

• call on the European Community to launch as soon as possible the DCFTA ne-
gotiations, and in this context provide the relevant assistance to their Georgian 
counterparts to conduct negotiations and subsequently implement the DCFTA;

• Strongly believe that EU should provide financial and technical assistance to Geor-
gia in order to ensure the continuation of the legislative and institutional reforms 
needed in order to adapt to the DCFTA, as well as to accelerate the implementa-
tion of the Key Recommendations set out in the EU-Georgia Action Plan.

• Admit the  south Caucasus as the land bridge between the EU & Asia, therefore 
consider that EU needs to back infrastructure projects between Europe & Cas-
pian Region with high-level political support;

• Having  regard to the importance of the south Caucasus in  the European polit-
ical system, emphasize the importance of ensuring fundamental freedoms, the 
rule of law, good governance, fight against corruption, support the reform of the 
judiciary in the Region & call on the Europe for the further support;

• Having regard to the need for the diversification of the energy supplement, we 
call on the European Community to the further active support of   the Nabucco 
Pipeline. We strongly believe that the core object of the Nabucco Pipeline in-
sures the  European energy independence policy;

• Having regard to the need for sustainable development, stress the importance 
of south Caucasus in improving EU energy security by providing specific policy 
measures for the development of the Southern Corridor;

• Whereas considering the south Caucasus as the part of the European security 
system, call on the European community for the further active work on conflict- 
management in the Region.

Resolution on Support of Visa Liberalization for 

Resolution on Multilevel Cooperation between the  
South Caucasus & the EU

Adopted by the Council in Marseille on December 10, 2011
Presented by FR-LDK Kosovo

Adopted by the Council in Marseille on December 10, 2011
Presented by YSO Graali
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In the last decade following the transition, each of the countries on the Balkan Pen-
insula has had a period of thriving progress. Threading at their own pace, they have 
moved into the right direction and have opened new chapters in their history. The ca-
pacity of each of the countries and nations on this soil started to be viewed through a 
more pragmatic prism and instead of separation, the integration paradigm has been 
chosen. The concept of joining higher living standards has demonstrated itself as the 
only attractive and motivating factor in building functional and sustainable societies. 
Today, the European Union integration is among the highest priorities of each Balkan 
state. Stability, democratic reform, strengthening of the rule of law, fighting organ-
ised crime and corruption are present in general in all Balkan countries. They are now 
preoccupied with topics of vital importance for societal progress, such as economic 
cooperation, finding harmonised measures of solidarity to alleviate the consequenc-
es of the global crisis, designing joint large scale infrastructure, transport and energy 
projects. 
European integration is part of the globalisation process, which necessitates close 
regional cooperation, developing competitiveness and efficient utilisation of resourc-
es. Europe whole and united in its diversity has been the dream of the founding 
fathers of the Union. The dream of united Europe has been to a great extent realised. 
Yet, simply said, Europe cannot be whole and united without the Balkans.
Recognising that the EU membership is the only viable option for a long-lasting stabi-
lisation and prosperity of the Balkans. The experience of the countries of Central and 
Eastern Europe speaks about the immense gravitational pull of the European Union 

and its positive influence on the reforms. Only the process of European integration, 
by which a high level of convergence with the EU legal and economic order will be 
achieved, gives predictability and rational framework for further development of the 
democracies in the region. The experience so far shows that no other initiative has 
that attractive power and ability to mobilise all resources.
We, European Democrat Students, the official student organisation of the 
European People’s Party:
• Welcome the forthcoming accession of Croatia to the EU and encourage sturdy 

steps in further enlargement towards states from that geographical area.
• State that the commitment of the European Union to continue to work on the 

enlargement is essential for the region.
• State that the time ahead of us should be used to bring the Copenhagen criteria to 

life into Balkan societies, make effective use of the available European assistance 
programmes and prepare national institutions for EU membership.

• Recognize that Balkan States should strengthen political, economic, educational, 
research, cultural and other ties with the EU, as a precondition for guaranteeing 
the peace, stability and prosperity of the region and Europe.

• Support the EU economic initiative, on the re-establishment the autonomous 
trade preferences in regards to Balkan regions.

• Call upon politicians, NGO’s, student organizations and all institutions to continue 
their work and contribute even more to the positive trends of integration and the 
democratisation process in the Balkan region.

Conference resolutionon the states  
formed after disintegration of former  
Socialist Federal State of Yugoslavia
Adopted by the Council in Zagreb on February 25, 2012

On 1st of January 2012, at the crossing point nr.9 from Moldova to the Transnistria 
region, a Russian soldier from the pacification mission to the region opened fire upon 
a car and as a consequence killed its driver - Vadim Pisari, an 18 years old 
Moldavian citizen, who was also a member of TLDM. The official reason for 
opening fire is cited to be the refusal of the driver to stop, and an investigation 
of the incident is needed to avoid an increase in tension in the region. 
The basic moral principles and the official regulations of the pacification mission 
forbid to open fire upon unarmed people who do not present any threat to the 
peace in the region, especially in times of peace. Harming innocent people is 
unacceptable in any circumstances. The incident highlights the need for demili-

tarization of the security zone to avoid similar occurrences in the future. 
We, the European Democrat Students, the official student organisation of 
the European People’s Party (EPP)
• Strongly condemn the incident involving the Russian peacekeeping mission to 

Transnistria, which resulted in the death of the young Vadim Pisari. 
• Call upon all the involved authorities to lead a thorough and impartial investigation 

of the incident. 
• Call upon EU and OSCE to pay more attention to the current situation in Transn-

istria, and to participate actively in discussions on the demilitarization of the region 
and the corresponding transformation of the current peacekeeping operations. 

Resolution on changing the status of the peacekeeping  
mission in the Transnistria region
Adopted by the Council in Zagreb on February 25, 2012
Presented by TLDM Moldova

Presented by CDS Belgium
The G1000 was a political conference held in Belgium on 11th of November 
2011. The reasoning behind the implementation of this gathering was to dis-
cuss the political crisis in Belgium and to postulate possible solutions. This 
political conference has led to a greater involvement of common citizens in 
national politics. 
The gap between citizens and policymakers is evident not only in Belgium but 
across the European Union. National policymakers implement laws imposed 
by the EU that the average citizen has no involvement in, or comprehen-
sion of. The lay citizen only witnesses the negative results of the imposed 
laws. However, political conferences are not the only solutions to increase 
the involvement of citizens in European policymaking. It could, though, lay the 
foundation of a greater political involvement throughout Europe.
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student or-

ganisation of the European People’s Party (EPP),
Noting a growing dissatisfaction in our members, sympathisers and fellow 
students in regard to our democratic system,
Deeply concerned about the fact that citizens don’t feel involved into politics 
any longer and there are not enough ways to participate in our democracy,
Emphasising that in a participatory democracy concrete expertise is not 
asked from the citizens,  that it repairs legitimacy of our political system and 
obligates politicians to listen to the society.
Support the reasoning behind such political gatherings as G1000 because the 
involvement of the citizens is not only increased at the national level, but also 
in the entirety of the European Union,
Are convinced that it is the society at large, and not only the political elite, 
that possess the adequate knowledge necessary to shape the political  
system, 

Statement on Participatory Democracy and  
Active Citizenship in Europe
Adopted by the Council in Zagreb on February 25, 2012 
Presented by CDS Belgium
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Believe that a new system is needed which on one hand tackles the current 
democratic deficit, and on the other hand actively involves as many citizens 
as possible in the political debate. 
Therefore, we argue in favour of a system in which the citizen can be fully 
allowed to participate in the political happenings and call for the European 
Union to establish
• a voting system in which the voter has the possibility to take part in the decision 

making on important policies on every aspect of society. 
• a “democratic court” that checks if decisions made by the politicians are in har-

mony with the voters’ expressed desires. If the politicians do not perform as the 
voters have wished, the issue will be presented to the parliament where the pol-
iticians will have to change their policies to better suit the needs of the people.

• a strong legislative branch. In contrast with present systems widely in place, it 
should be the legislative branch and not the executive branch that makes laws.

The EU-Moldova visa dialogue was launched on 15 June 2010 and the 
EU-Moldova Action on Visa Liberalisation was presented on 24 January 2011. 
EU citizens can travel to Moldova without visas since 2007.
A National Annotated Agenda for the implementation of the Visa Action Plan 
has been approved by the government of the Republic of Moldova on 16 
February 2011. In addition, a legislative program for the implementation of the 
EU-Moldova Visa Liberalisation Action Plan was developed by the parliament 
to address the legislative dimension of the Visa Liberalisation Action Plan. 
The government of Moldova has fully implemented or is at an advanced stage 
of implementation of all the blocks of the Action Plan including document se-
curity (including biometrics), border management, immigration management, 
public order and security and fundamental rights.
Considering that: 
• The visa regime with the EU impedes student mobility and prevents students from 

taking advantage of learning opportunities outside their country. Obtaining a stu-
dent Schengen visa is a unnecessarily complicated which burdens students with 
additional financial and time costs, which ultimately discourages or altogether 
prevents them from studying in the EU or from participating in youth and student 
projects, conferences, summer schools, etc. 

• The political, economic, cultural and human relations between Moldova and 

European Union having improved considerably in recent years, visa liberal-
ization should further facilitate and encourage these positive trends. 

• A large number of Moldovans study, work or live in EU members states 
and a visa-free regime will facilitate their ties with their home country, and 
will improve their access to studying or work opportunities within the EU. 

• The visa free regime does not eliminate border control at the EU border, 
thus answering the risks of illegal immigration, human trafficking and other 
concerns. 

We, The European Democrat Students, the student organisation of the 
European People’s Party (EPP):
• Consider that Moldova should be among the countries that have a visa-free 

travel regime with the EU. 
• Call upon the EU and the Republic of Moldova to work closely together so 

that all the requirements to enter the visa free regime are met by the end 
of 2012. 

• Stress the importance of the visa-free regime for student mobility, student 
exchanges and student projects between EU and the Republic of Moldova.

• Recognising the progress that Moldova has registered in promoting de-
mocracy and reforms, call upon the EU to consider the end of 2012 as the 
reasonable and achievable term for visa liberalisation with Moldova.

Resolution on EU visa liberalisation with the  
Republic of Moldova
Adopted by the Council in Zagreb on February 25, 2012 
Presented by TLDM Moldova

Conference Resolution Knowledge is Power
Adopted by the Council in Antwerp on May 11, 2012 

The recent vulnerability of the EU made leaders look for alternatives to tradi-
tional economic recovery and stability mechanisms. 
The financial and economic crisis revealed that a potential source of recovery 
has been neglected in recent years - knowledge. 
As the European economy struggles to survive the crisis, the impact on high-
er education and research systems across the EU was evident through the 
period 2009-2011. The experience from the financial crisis demostrated that 
education and training are vulnerable to budget cuts. Instead of laying the 
foundations of recovery by investment in education, research and innova-
tions, governments actually tend to slow down the bail-out process. This is 
despite the EDS Study “Funding of Higher Education 2011”, which says that 
investment in to higher education is the best method of promoting strong 
economic growth.
In 2012 EDS launched a European campaign called ‘Knowledge is Power’ in 
order to underline the influence of knowledge on the economy and society 
in the EU. 
We, the European Democrat Students, the student organisation of the 
European People’s Party,
• Strongly supporting the Knowledge-based economy as a concept within 

the Europe 2020 strategy,
• Recognising that knowledge is investment in a long-term solution to prob-

lems such as unemployment, slow capacity building, low competitiveness 
and slow GDP growth,

• Believing that knowledge is the new currency, leading to a reduction of 
costs, stronger expansion and growth, increased value and profitability, im-
provement of products and services, greater enterprise flexibility,

• Averring that knowledge will always be in demand because it is the key to 
economic, societal and personal development and prosperity,

• Taking in to high consideration that several sources, including the European 
Convention on Human Rights, which state that a person’s socio-economic 
background should not present an impediment to access to higher education.

• Observing that knowledge is highly dependent on the system of educa-
tion. So, the better the higher education system is, the stronger knowledge 
leverage is applicable to development. Better in this sense means more 
productive and demand oriented, 

• Believing that knowledge isn’t a static book of facts because it is subject to 
constant upgrades - lifelong learning is a good example of that, 

• Hold the belief that knowledge cannot be regarded as a separate or isolated 
process. It is actually a part of a system that we have to keep developing, 

Call on the European Commission and all Member States to 
• Further support the creation and development of knowledge partnerships such 

as the University-Business Forum. These networks create and strengthen the 
relationship between research, innovation and education. This is among the 
founding principle of the modernisation agenda for universities.

• Adopt and implement a new knowledge management model at the EU 
level. A more structured and systematic approach, guided by the European 
Commission, needs to balance out the strictly country-dependent policies 
and academic institutional constraints. This is how a collective goal such 
as the European Higher Education Area could be completely achieved by 
all 27 Member States. 

 • Push the implementation of the Bologna Process, including the exchange 
programme (Erasmus) which is a cornerstone for improving Europe-wide 
mobility and transfer of knowledge. Purposefully focus on knowledge trans-
fer by referring to the 2007 Communication on knowledge transfer by the 
European Commission (followed by the 2008 Recommendation). Since 
Member States are at different development levels, the most important 
knowledge transfer model is the transnational. Through such initiatives 
a tighter relationship between research and competitiveness could be 
achieved. 

• Prioritise knowledge infrastructure development. This could be achieved 
by a dedicated strategy at EU level, since the knowledge infrastructure is 
a complex mix of physical, informational, educational, organisational and 
cultural resources.

• Establish EU funded programmes for creating more knowledge and innova-
tion clusters, hubs and networks. Those organisations need more support 
in order to improve knowledge production, transfer and implementation. 
Knowledge distribution through formal and informal networks is essential 
to economic performance. Those networks consist of higher education in-
stitutions, scientific and innovation organisations and businesses. 

• Implement better regulation of knowledge services as they are part of the 
knowledge-intensive economy – a 2020 goal. 

• Intensively support knowledge accessibility initiatives and schemes be-
cause of the statistically tight relationship between knowledge accessibility 
and regional economic development in the EU.  
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The evaluation of courses is an important topic for all higher education institutions 
(HEIs) in Europe. We discussed extensively the different methods of evaluation  
we have experienced in our role as student representatives working and fighting 
in our student bodies for teaching excellence and the interests of our fellow stu-
dents. During our discussions we found there were a variety of problems faced 
throughout Europe.
We noted with concern that the evaluation process is vulnerable to corruption and 
that lecturers can put undue pressure on students in a bid to obtain a better result. 
We recognised that the methodology used is crucial to a successful evaluation pro-
cess and that evaluation methods vary from subject to subject.
We also noted that some students boycott the evaluation process, neglect it, fail to 
realise the effects of evaluation or do not realise its importance.
We were also aware that today’s evaluations have almost no consequences and 
that many students do not see any impact from the evaluation process.
We were alarmed by the fact that the quality of teaching in some cases has not 
been the highest priority for either HEIs or lecturers.
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student organisa-
tion of the European People’s Party (EPP), call upon our member organisa-
tions and actors in university bodies:
 • To generally support the introduction of course evaluation in all HEIs;

 • To  request all evaluations are concluded before examinations are taken, but 
that the results of said evaluations do not prejudice examining faculty members 
against their students; 

• To call for the use of mid-term evaluation where applicable to further improve 
the quality of the courses on offer;

• To support the view that evaluations should be organised and handled by HEIs 
and student representatives;

• To adopt the position that HEIs should offer those in teaching positions the 
opportunity to improve their skills;

• To recommend that HEIs focus on making it as easy as possible for students to 
evaluate their courses;

• To recommend that HEIs’ internal policies are tailored to incentivise good teach-
ing;

• To request HEIs share the results of evaluations;
• To encourage HEIs to utilise the results of evaluations in order to improve teach-

ing and course content;
• To suggest that student organisations and representatives should use the result 

of course evaluations to act for the interests of the student body;
• To request HEIs to foster a culture of result-based evaluation to improve the 

performance of their educational staff.   

Acknowledging that China is one of the longest lasting communist regimes in the 
world today, 
Deeply convinced that the cultural and social communism is the main reason of 
the lack of respect of human rights in China,
Recognising the fact that basic human rights such as freedom of speech, religion, 
the right to fair trial and assembly are not being respected by the regime,
Deeply concerned by ever-present media censorship in 2012,
Noting with deep concern the inequality among the people and working condi-
tions that workers have to cope with, 
Deeply concerned with the state sanctioned discrimination against minority groups,
Emphasising the importance of adopting the UN declaration of human rights,
Convinced that NGO’s are the solution to educate people on human rights,
Fully alarmed by the potential spread of totalitarianism, 
Desiring freedom of organisations and students to gather,
Aware of the fact that the positive outcome of democracy and the implementa-
tion of human rights are essential,

We the the European Democrat Students, the student organization of the 
European People’s Party,
• Encourage the European Union to call upon China to adopt and respect the 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights;
• Call on improving the exchange of students in order to allow the chance of 

transfer of knowledge and values
• Ask the European Union to stand up together with one voice in expressing soli-

darity and support of human rights and pro-democratic groups in China;
• Support student fighting for freedom of speech in China
• Request member states of the European Union to increase diplomacy and open 

up a dialog with China concerning human rights violations;
• Recommend that the European Union offer economic incentives such as de-

creased trade barriers towards the EU for China in exchange for improving the 
domestic human rights situation;

• Urge NGO’s to further inform and educate the Chinese public about human 
rights.

Recognising that there is energy inefficiency in the use of fossil fuels at a local level,
Realising the difficulty of finding inexpensive environmentally friendly sources of en-
ergy,
Supporting the EU in its effort to draft a follow up agreement to the Kyoto Protocol, 
which will run out on 2012,
Concerned that public opinion, including the student population, is very passive re-
garding environmental and energy policies,
Aware of the fact that student activism regarding environmental and energy issues  
could be improved,
Alarmed by the lack of academic education and research on ecological issues at 
certain EU universities,
Noting that many  student organisations address environmental problems exclusive-
ly on a theoretical basis,
Recognising that we have not reached an agreement on these specific issues at a 
European student level,

We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student organisa-
tion of the European People’s Party (EPP),
• propose that universities (faculty, student organizations, etc) function as hubs in 

order to promote campaigns that deal with environmental and energy issues;
• request the calculation, and informing of students, of the carbon footprint of the 

university faculty, including the student union premises.
• encourage research and analysis in order to address environmental issues at a 

local level (e.g. loans could be granted to universities that develop cost effective 
and viable solutions for the environment);

• call for the raising of awareness of ecological behaviour with the use of tools such 
as social networks, petitions, and by organising social events and actions;

• recommend that student bodies within universities can promote eco-behaviour by 
offering incentives to the students; and

• suggest pan-European student exchanges of knowledge in order to share existing 
solutions;

Resolution on evaluation of courses
Resolution on Human Rights in China

Resolution on how European Universities and Student  
Organisations can take initiatives for Environment and  
Energy Policies

Adopted by the Council in in Antwerp on May 11, 2012
Presented by PWG Higher Education and Research

Adopted by the Council in Antwerp on May 11, 2012
Presented by PWG Human Rights

Adopted by the Council in Antwerp on May, 11 2012
Presented by PWG Policies for Europe
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events & Campaigns
XXXV Summer University in Austria
“Europe stronger through youth 
– volunteering for a 
knowledge-based society”

July 8th to 13th in Vienna
Organised by: Aktionsgemeinschaft (AG) 

The XXXV EDS Summer University took place from 8th to 13th of July in Vienna. It 
hosted the 41th Annual meeting of EDS. The event was hosted and organised by the 
official EPP Student Organisation European Democrat Students (EDS) in close coop-
eration with Austrian EDS member Aktions Gemeinschaft. The Summer University 
had over 100 participants representing over 40 organisations. This was the largest 
quorum ever present at an Annual Meeting. 

Speakers
Significant time was given to which direction Europe should head regarding this 
issue in the longer term. Marek STASZCZYK from the Austrian Economic Forum in 
Russia and Wolfgang MÜHLBERGER from the Austrian National Defence Academy 
also went into detail on the situation in Russia and North Africa, as these regions 
are key suppliers for Europe. The discussion also touched upon difficulties in these 
regions and special aspects that must be kept in mind regarding to the foreign affairs 
of the countries in these regions and how they collaborate with Europe.
At the second panel, the outcomes from the first panel were used to discuss sus-
tainable solutions in greater detail. Stefan De CORTE from Centre for European Stud-
ies, Josef BEHOFSICS from the Federal Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry, Environment 
and Water Management and Roger HACKSTOCK from Austria Solar discussed if 
green jobs can solve the problem of new challenges in energy and resources. of the 
panel also discussed the use of nuclear power and the alternative energy sources.

50th Anniversary Celebration
The Summer University in Vienna was also an occasion to celebrate EDS´ 
50th Anniversary. Former EDS activists were invited to Vienna to share their 
stories and to give today´s active members an input in the EDS history. The 
first Alumni Panel addressed “The Beginning; 1961 – 1985”, was conducted 
by Daniel BISCHOF from Switzerland and Peter ADLER from Austria; moder-
ator was EDS Vice Chairman Jean-Baptiste DABEZIES. After a great speech 
on the beginning of EDS the Alumni Panels continued with “the consolidation; 

1985 – 1995”. EDS Vice Chairman Samuli KAURANNE moderated the panel 
with Harm ADAM from Germany and Jazek BENDIKOWSKY from Poland. The 
last but not least alumni panel gave us the overview of “the United Europe; 
1995 – 2011”. Günther FEHLINGER from Austria and Holger THUSS from Ger-
many gave immensely valuable insight into a time of change and transition, 
during which EDS also changed significantly. EDS Vice Chairman Juraj ANTAL 
moderated the panel.
A formal anniversary celebration in the Grand Hotel Vienna also took place at the 
XXXV EDS Summer University with a dinner and a Viennese ball. During the dinner, 
the heads of delegations and distinguished alumni gave congratulation speeches.

Working Sessions
The workshop dealt with the student parliament elections amounting to a highly 
interesting session on best practices as well as flaws of some systems. Special 
attention was also given to the instigation of such systems in the Balkans.

Annual Meeting
At the Annual Meeting EDS dealt with observer membership applications of the 
Liberal Democratic Youth of Moldova (TLDM), the AK Party Youth (AKPY) Turkey and 
the Youth Forum of Democratic League of Kosovo (FR-LDK).All three organisations 
received the necessary 2/3 majority and became observer members of EDS. EDS 
showed once more the way to the rest of the Europe in accepting new organisa-
tions, new ideas and spreading European values.
The Council elected this year´s executive Bureau, Juraj ANTAL from Slovakia as 
Chairman with an overwhelming majority, Martin HALADA from the Czech republic, 
Ingrid HOPP from Norway, Andraž KASTELIC from Slovenia, Bernhard KRALL from 
Austria, Alexandros POLITIS from Greece, Romain SIMMARANO from France, 
Nenad VAJZOVIĆ from Croatia and Kalin ZAHARIEV from Bulgaria as Vice-Chairmen. 
The Chairman appointed Samuli KAURANNE from Finland as the Secretary General 
and Bence BAUER as Honourary Chairman of EDS.
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1st Council Meeting in the Czech Republic
“Two decades of democracy and 
sustainable development in 
Central and Eastern Europe”

September 13th to 18th in Prague
Organised by: Mladí Konzervativci (MK) 

The first Council Meeting of the working year 2011/2012 and the recently elected EDS Bureau´s first 
seminar was held in Prague, Czech Republic hosted by EDS member organisation MK. The Council 
of Europe kindly supported this seminar and EDS were very grateful for the beneficial cooperation 
and support from them. The event proved to be a success: With a large number of 36 organisations 
represented by more than 65 participants from more than 31 countries. 

Speakers
An introductory speech was given by Tomáš Chalupa, Minister of the Enviroment of the Czech Repub-
lic to EDS participants on the arrival day.
Lectures aimed at providing accurate and up-to-date information from experts in the field of energy 
security, environment and sustainable development. The lectures were mostly concentrating on the 
Czech Republic as a case study of the situation and challenges faced in Central Europe. 
Lectures were given by Michèle Bergdoll, representative of the Council of Europe and its European 
Youth Foundation, Dana Drábová, Chairwoman of the Bureau of Nuclear Safety, Mrs Rut Bizkova, 
former Minister of the Environment of Czech Republic Mr Jiří Hřebík, representative of Ministry of 
Industry and Trade of the Czech Republic Mrs Veronika Hunt Safrankova, the Acting Deputy Minister 
and Director General of the Ministry of the Environment of Czech Republic.

Working Groups
Friday’s main activities were the interactive Working Groups on the areas of higher education and 
research, Human Rights, and policies for Europe. Participants who had received training for the task 
during the preparation meeting moderated the groups. The main task of the working groups was to 
discuss and amend the proposed conference resolution taking into account the different perspectives 
of each working group. Participants had the chance to debate the issues they had been learning about 
during the last two days and to make their voice heard in the resolution paper. 

After each group had exhausted their input to the Conference resolution, they discussed group-spe-
cific political motions on various topics, which had been presented by member organisations of EDS 
prior to the event. 

September 13th to 18th in Prague
Organised by: Mladí Konzervativci (MK) 

The first Council Meeting of the working year 2011/2012 and the recently elected EDS Bureau´s first 
seminar was held in Prague, Czech Republic hosted by EDS member organisation MK. The Council 
of Europe kindly supported this seminar and EDS were very grateful for the beneficial cooperation 
and support from them. The event proved to be a success: With a large number of 36 organisations 

An introductory speech was given by Tomáš Chalupa, Minister of the Enviroment of the Czech Repub-

Lectures aimed at providing accurate and up-to-date information from experts in the field of energy 
security, environment and sustainable development. The lectures were mostly concentrating on the 

Lectures were given by Michèle Bergdoll, representative of the Council of Europe and its European 
Youth Foundation, Dana Drábová, Chairwoman of the Bureau of Nuclear Safety, Mrs Rut Bizkova, 

ebík, representative of Ministry of 
Industry and Trade of the Czech Republic Mrs Veronika Hunt Safrankova, the Acting Deputy Minister 
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2nd Council Meeting in France
“Multiculturalism in Europe: 
Challenges & Opportunities”

December 7th to 11th in Marseille
Organised by: Union Nationale Inter-universitaire - le Mouvement des Étudiants (UNI-MET) 

The Council Meeting in Marseille, France was hosted by EDS member organisation 
UNI-MET at the same time as the EPP Congress. All EDS participants had the oppor-
tunity to follow the Congress closely as well as meeting YEPP, the youth group of the 
EPP, delegates as EDS organised a joint session with them. In total EDS brought to-
gether more than 80 participants from 36 organisations from 29 European countries. 

EPP Congress
The EPP Congress gathered over 1,300 delegates from all over Europe, including 
guests from the Arab Spring countries, the Middle-East and the United States. EDS 
helped the EPP Congress by providing 6 assistants who helped EPP with the regis-
tration. 
At the first plenary session of the Congress Chairman Juraj Antal held his speech; 
where he focused on the moral issue of this ongoing crisis, which in his view is the 
loss of trust of EU citizens. Chairman Antal put the Economic crisis in Europe in the 
context of history, of the importance of the trust by society in the state, politicians 
and the EU as well as the importance of trust in each other; he also mentioned 
“Knowledge is Power”. 
EDS was the only EPP affiliate organisation to organise a side-seminar with panel 
discussions. The first panel was about higher education institutes in USA and Eu-
rope; the advantages and disadvantages of public and private universities. The panel 
was led by EDS Vice-Chairman Jean-Baptiste Dabezies ret. with panelist José Cano-
sa from the Fundacion para el Analisis y los Estudios Sociales (FAES) in Madrid, and 
EDS Vice-Chairman Bernhard Krall. The second panel was led by EDS Vice-Chair-
woman Cathrin Gräber ret., with the theme “The role of Europe in the world”. The 
panelists were Günther Krichbaum, Member of the German Bundestag, Head of the 
Europe Committee, Jean-Dominique Giuliani from the Paris based Fondation Robert 
Schuman and Lithuanian MEP Radvilė Morkūnaitė-Mikulėnienė.

Joint seminar with YEPP
At the Council Meeting in Marseille EDS organised a joint panel session with YEPP at 
Fort de Ganteaume on the topic of how to solve the debt crisis in Europe. The panel 
was led by YEPP Vice-chairman Colm Lauder and included French MEP Constance le 

Grip, UMP National Secretary responsible for international commerce, Chairman of 
EDS Jacob Lund-Nielsen ret. and Christian Kremer, Deputy Secretary General of the 
EPP. After the panel the two organisations were received by the Mayor of Marseille 
in the city hall near the old port. Senator-Mayor of Marseille, Mr. Jean-Claude Gaudin 
welcomed the delegates and pointed out that Marseille has a specific feature; it is 
the largest city in France with an EPP Mayor. In the afternoon the permanent working 
group sessions took place at the Fort de Ganteaume.

Speakers & Other Activities
EDS Chairman Juraj Antal took part in a panel of CES and the North African Students 
from Egypt, Libya and Tunisia joined by Lebanese and other Middle Eastern students. 
The panel headed by the Director of the International Republican Institute, Jan Sur-
otchak, was entitled, “Educational Reform in Northern Africa”. “EDS is willing and 
capable of providing young volunteers who have experience of transitional stages 
after regime changes” said Chairman Antal and “is able to assist by providing train-
ing for young North Africans to build up the grass roots of their new societies”, he 
concluded. At the same time EDS Secretary General Samuli Kauranne represented 
EDS at the EPP Political Assembly at the Senator Mayor of Marseille’s office. Further-
more, Chairman Antal met with Governor Tim Pawlenty ret., who held a business 
breakfast speech and both concluded that IRI and EDS share common goals and 
have overlapping interests.

Council Meeting
On Saturday December 10, the second Council Meeting of the working year 
2011/2012 was held at Fort Ganteaume. As always, the discussion and adoption 
of motions was one of the highlights of the Council Meeting and three EDS Motions 
were passed. In addition, the Council adopted a conference resolution which reflect-
ed the topic of Marseille’s Council Meeting, “Multiculturalism in Europe: Challenges 
and Opportunities”. 
Towards the end of the meeting, Romain Simmarano, Vice Chairman of EDS, 
stepped down from his position and an extraordinary election followed at the next 
Council Meeting in Zagreb.
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XXII Winter University in Croatia
“Democratisation Process in the 
Balkans – Promoting European 
Values and Human Rights”

February 21st to 26th in Zagreb
Organised by: University Organisation of the Croatian Peasant Party (SO HSS) 

The EDS XXII Winter University was generously 
supported by the Council of Europe, the Hanns Se-
idel Stiftung and the International Visegrad Fund. 
The Conference topic ”Democratisation Process in 
the Balkans – Promoting European Values and Hu-
man Rights” was fruitfully debated in workshops, 
panels and within the EDS group throughout the 
whole week in Zagreb. The event brought together 
more than 70 participants from 30 organisations 
from 25 countries. EDS were glad to have the op-
portunity to debate such an important topic in a 
Balkan country. 

Speakers
The first speech took place in the Croatian Par-
liament (Hrvatski Sabor) by the Secretary of the 
Public Relations Mrs. Maria Krakić. Participants 
listened to the history of the Croatian state and its 
parliamentary history. 
The Parliamentary Committee for Human and Mi-
nority Rights gave the second speech. Chairman 
of the Committee Mr. Radin introduced the work-
ing of the committee, which was followed by a 
debate with EDS participants about Human and 
Minority Rights in Croatia. Rights for women, the 
Bosnian and Serbian minorities and the question 
about the homeless in Croatia were some of the 

questions which were raised in the debate.
The Hans Seidel Stiftung organised four lectures at 
the Palace Hotel in the center of Zagreb on the Win-
ter University topic. Professor Dr. Nenad Zakosček, 
Dean of the faculty of political sciences at the uni-
versity in Zagreb, gave the first speech on the topic: 
”Serbian politics and the Kosovo issue”. He high-
lighted the difficult situation in the republic of Serbia 
for which the unresolved question of stateless is a 
major factor. He also raised the topic of the polit-
ical spectrum in Serbia as it is leaning to the right 
compared to other European countries and that the 
stability of Serbian democracy might be compared 
to the Weimar republic. Mr. Domić gave the second 
lecture on the topic: “Democracy and Human Rights 
in Bosnia Herzegovina”. He brought EDS delegates 
back in time to the history of Bosnia Herzegovina, 
how the country could be seen as a three constit-
uent nations united in one country. He raised the 
question whether Bosnia Herzegovina was in fact 
a state, or merely a coordination structure for two 
states. The Croatian MP Mr. Davor Ivo Stier gave 
the third lecture on the topic: “The impact of the 
Croatian EU membership on the region”. He intro-
duced the lecture by stating that the assassination 
of Zoran Đinđić was not only the death of one man, 
but also the death of an idea. Further he highlighted 

the difficulties with the Croatian NATO membership 
that raised fears of older members of the alliance. 
Dr. Knetić gave the last lecture about: “South-
east Europe”. He set the situation in perspective: 
where are we today? Since the region suffered a 
lost decade in the 1990s, the transition process in 
the region did not start before the year 2000. One 
may argue that much was achieved, especially 
considering the relatively short period of time. EU 
accession was also a driving factor in this process, 
and he stated that in general there is a geopolitical 
shift from the west towards the east and in spite of 
significant progress one still needs to note the great 
problems that are present in the region.

Workshops
During the first day´s morning session EDS par-
ticipants were split in three different working 
sessions groups: higher education and research, 
policies for Europe, and Human Rights, which 
considered different angels on the topic “The de-
mocratisation process in the Balkans Area”. Ques-
tions was raised regarding the difference between 
Slovenia and Croatia who have fully have imple-
mented European judicial systems and incorporat-
ed all the base principles of the European Union, 
and Bosnia-Herzegovina, Serbia and others where 

reforms remain an on-going process. The Human 
Rights working session addressed questions con-
cerning ethnic minorities, the position of women, 
gays and lesbians, homeless people and finally 
suggestions were made on how to resolve issues 
that might occur in the Balkans. Higher education 
and research divided its working group into four 
subgroups to discuss student elections, student 
involvement in society, student involvement in uni-
versities and higher education. 

Council Meeting
At the 3rd Council Meeting of the working year, the 
EDS Council elected Gintare Narkevcitue as new 
Vice-Chairwoman, since former EDS Vice-Chair-
man Romain Simmarano resigned at the 2nd 
Council Meeting in Marseille. Furthermore, the 
Council accepted Unity Youth Organisation (UYO) 
Latvia as full members and United Young National 
Movement (UYNM) Georgia and StudiCentro(SC) 
Italy as observer members. 
The Council also adopted statute changes and the 
statutory motions were passed to “clarify certain 
issues with voting rights, nominations and suspen-
sion”, “introduce a default voting procedure for the 
Council”, ”amend the financial regulations” and 
“unify and concentrate Council due dates”. 

“Democratisation Process in the 

reforms remain an on-going process. The Human 
Rights working session addressed questions con-
cerning ethnic minorities, the position of women, 
gays and lesbians, homeless people and finally gays and lesbians, homeless people and finally 
suggestions were made on how to resolve issues 
that might occur in the Balkans. Higher education 
and research divided its working group into four 
subgroups to discuss student elections, student 
involvement in society, student involvement in uni-

At the 3rd Council Meeting of the working year, the 
EDS Council elected Gintare Narkevcitue as new 
Vice-Chairwoman, since former EDS Vice-Chair-

reforms remain an on-going process. The Human 
Rights working session addressed questions con-
cerning ethnic minorities, the position of women, 
gays and lesbians, homeless people and finally 
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4th Council Meeting in Belgium
“Knowledge is Power”

May 8th to 12th in Antwerp/Brussels
Organised by: Christen-Democratische Studenten (CDS) and EDS

The 4th Council Meeting of the working year 
2011/2012 was wholly dedicated to the European 
wide EDS campaign “Knowledge is Power”, which 
was also the theme of the Council Meeting Seminar.  
The event assembled more than 60 young students, 
representing 27 organisations from 24 countries. 

Speakers
The first day (which coincided with European Day) was 
the official opening of the Council Meeting, and com-
menced with a panel discussion on the seminar topic 
“Knowledge is Power.” On the panel were Chairman 
Juraj Antal, Dr. Paul RÜBIG MEP and Vice-Chairman of 
STOA and Sara Naseri, CEO of Bucky’o’Zun. Dr. Rübig 
addressed the importance of Knowledge and the im-
portance of developing the field of higher education 
to successfully move Europe forward. He considered 
that training provided by higher education institutions  
should both focus on students’ critical capacity and in-
clude a human perspective. Naseri gave a fruitful and 
comprehensive presentation of her business plan as an 
entrepreneur and highlighted the importance of entre-
preneurship in the EU and other European Countries.  
The second panel of this Council Meeting was facili-
tated by Dr. Stefan Gehrold, Director of the Konrad 
Adenauer Stiftung; Mrs. Lucia Vesnic-Alujev, Centre for 
European Studies; and Mr.Goran Trkula, Journalist and 
Lecturer. The four speakers focused on various aspects 
of the Visegrad cooperation model. The panel highlight-
ed the success of the Visegrad model and agreed that 
it could be a successful template for collaboration in 
the Balkans. The panel agreed that the Western Bal-
kans are currently in the process of breaking down their 
own Berlin Walls and that their biggest challenge is to 

realise the common goal – namely to join the EU. 
Dr. Lucia Xenia Vetiskova, member of the external rela-
tions unit at the permanent representation of the Czech 
Republic to the EU, presented a short overview of EU 
aid policy in the  Western Balkans in preparation to EU 
accession. Vetišková emphasized that their accession 
is in the interests of the EU as well as of the countries 
concerned. The second panelist was Adnan Cerimagic, 
from the College of Europe in Bruges. Cerimagic gave 
EDS participants a presentation on the situation in the 
Western Balkan countries on their path towards the EU 
and NATO, and considered how the two organisations 
could benefit from the Western Balkans’ membership 
of the EU.

Book Presentation 
EDS and CES hosted all participants and Alumni with a 
public presentation of the book “Students on the Right 
Way: European Democrat Students 1961 – 2011” 
written by Bence Bauer and Holger Thuss. CES Direc-
tor Tomi Huhtanen held an introductory speech where 
he shared his experiences within EDS and pointed 
out the importance of remembering how it was not 
so easy to be a center-right political organisation/
movement. Greetings were given by President Wilfried 
Martens and Secretary General Antonio Lopez-Isturiz 
who both addressed the importance of knowing EDS’ 
history. Martens made a plea for EDS to continue to 
promote further integration of the European continent 
and for more Europe. Lopez-Isturiz stated that the EDS 
experience during his active years there were crucial 
and emphasised his optimism the prosperity of Europe; 
“EDS should fight for Europe, keep up the good work, 
we need that in the EPP very much.”

The two authors Holeger Thuss and Bence Bauer 
thanked each other their mutual cooperation in prepar-
ing the book. They also highlighted their favourite parts 
of the book and recommended all participants to read 
the whole book. 

Alumni Meeting
Since the first day of the Council Meeting was located 
in Brussels the EDS Bureau invited EDS Alumni to share 
the day with EDS participants. The event started with a 
joint lunch in Cabinet DN hosted by former EDS Chair-
man and EDS Gold Alumni Jacob Lund-Nielsen. To-
day’s active EDS members learned first handed about 
work in EDS in previous years. Furthermore EDS Alumni 
had the chance to participate in the EDS permanent 
working group discussing on topics such as “Course 
evaluation in HEI´s”, “Environmental Issues in HEI´s” 
and “Human Right in China”. The end of the Alumni Day 
was the EDS book presentation followed by a dinner in 
the European Parliament. 
 
Council Meeting 
The key of the 4th Council Meeting was the debate of 
the motions from the permanent working group as well 
as the debate upon the conference resolution “Knowl-
edge is Power”. The EDS Council voted anonymously 
in favour of “Evaluation of Courses”, “Environment and 
Energy in HEI”, “Human Rights in China” and the Con-
ference Resolution “Knowledge is Power”. The EPP 
Political Assembly adopted the conference resolution 
on June 5th. 
At the 4th Council Meeting Tornike Choniashvili was 
elected as EDS Director and held this position until the 
Annual Meeting in Sopron, Hungary. 
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Policy Days Report “Students on the right way. 
European Democrat 
Students 1961-2011” 
published in Brussels

In the hot June days of 13-17 European Democrat Students met in the largest (in participants) Policy Days in its immediate history in Tbilisi, Georgia. Hosted by the United Youth 
National Movement and the Young Student Organisation Graali, EDS decided to focus on one single policy – a policy of an interest to the EU and the hosting country. The Eastern 
Partnership of the EU was discussed thoroughly in the working session and policy recommendations were prepared by delegates. 
During the first evening we were officially welcomed at a dinner by MP Akaki Minashvili, Chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee, MP George Kandelaki, Deputy Chairman of the 
Foreign Relations Committee, MP Irakli Kavtaradze, and International Secretary of UNM, and MP Chiora Taktakishvili, Deputy Chairwoman of the Legal Committee in the Parliament. 
The official opening on Thursday morning, 14 June, was held in the presence of George Baramidze, State Minister for Georgia’s Integration to European and Euro-Atlantic Struc-
tures. H.E. Ambassador Philip Dimitrov of the EU Mission to Georgia continued with welcome addresses and said how glad he was to see that EDS came to Georgia. The Konrad 
Adenauer Stiftung representative, Dr. Canan Atilgan, spoke about EDS’ transformative role that students can have in bringing new ways to the countries of the South Caucasus. 
Later that morning, participants were welcomed to the Parliament by Speaker David Bakradze. Speaker Bakhradze gave the delegates much needed background to the reforms the 
government has carried out to give EDS a more thorough understanding of the country’s reforms and goals for the future. Later on, EDS Chairman Antal and Vice-chair Narkeviciute 
met with the leader of the Christian Democratic Movement led by MP Giorgi Targamadze, where they discussed the role of the opposition in parliamentary democracy and the life 
of an opposition party in Georgia today. The day finished with the visit of the first and historic capital of Georgia – the town of Mtskheta, where the Speaker of the Parliament joined 
the delegates for dinner. 
On the following day, Friday, 15 June, EDS visited the seats of its two member parties, UNM and the National-Democratic Party. In the headquarters of UNM, EDS delegates met 
with MP David Darchiashvili, Head of the committee for European Integration who laid out the steps taken between Georgia and EU work towards EU candidate status. Harmoni-
sation of the legal system and standards with the EU was the key topic and food safety standards were of particular discussion between the two parties. Later, EDS was joined by 
Mikheil Machavariani, Secretary General of the party where he laid out their strategy and social issues they wished to address in the upcoming parliamentary elections. In the after-
noon we were hosted by the National-Democratic Party, whose student organisation has been a member of EDS since the late 1990s. Their Chairman, Bachuki Kardava explained 
the situation of their party, the history of the party and the plans it has for the upcoming parliamentary elections. EDS thanked them for the continued engagement of YSO Graali in all 
aspects of EDS life. They reiterated how important our campaign “Knowledge is Power” is to them and that they supported it with signatures from Georgia. 
The working sessions of Policy Days focused on the understanding of the Eastern Policy. During the two working days, delegates received both a comprehensive view of Georgia 
and were able to study and critically assess the policy, its strengths and weaknesses and develop ideas. The delegates saw that the issues of students, and freedom of movement 
to and from the EU were not fully developed and prepared suggestions and amendments to these policies. EDS will keep these policy recommendations and will put them forward 
in different fora in the future. 
EDS wish to thank the organisers, United Young National Movement and YSO Graali for their generous hosting of this event. UYNM, one of the youngest members of the EDS family 
is showing its determination and the delegates present had the chance to see and learn that the values they declare were also lived by them. YSO Graali is our first Georgian mem-
ber to obtain a place on EDS’ bureau this year, held by Tornike Choniashvili.  This reflects theiractive approach in building their name over the years within EDS as a reliable partner. 
EDS hopes for a long and fruitful cooperation with both organisations and hopes that our views, ideas and positions will have transformative impacts on the developing Georgian 
democracy and its civil society.

Europe Day 2012 saw the official launch of the new EDS 
book “Students on the right way. European Democrat 
Students 1961-2011”. The launch took place in the Euro-
pean Parliament with approximately 150 members, alumni, 
partners, friends and supporters of EDS in attendance. The 
book was written by Holger Thuss and Bence Bauer and 
was published by the Centre for European Studies (CES) 
and European Democrat Students (EDS).
Wilfried Martens, the former Prime Minister of Belgium and 
current President of both the European People’s Party and 
the Centre for European Studies, gave a keynote speech in 
which he outlined four important aspects of how EDS has 
contributed to European integration. First, from the early 
days of the early 1960s EDS has forwarded the objectives 
and helped shape the context of a free and responsible Eu-
rope. Second, EDS has always been a frontrunner in devel-
opments for the future. Third, EDS has offered new models 
of inclusion and dialogue. Last, but by no means least, EDS 
has always entered into an active dialogue on integration 
and identity in Europe. With these remarks Wilfried Mar-
tens outlined the crucial importance of EDS’s contribution 
to the creation of today’s united Europe. He concluded by 
encouraging students and young people to take responsi-
bility for the future of Europe, especially in today’s times of 
economic hardship. 
Tomi Huhtanen, Director of the Centre for European Stud-
ies and himself a former EDS Vice Chairman, talked of the 
vast impact which EDS activities have at the European 
level, especially in regard to the European People’s Party, 
Europe’s biggest political family. He noted he himself had 
experience of a multitude of different EDS meetings and 

events. Tomi then thanked the authors for this impressive 
study, one which in 512 pages assembles 50 years of 
EDS history. With several hundred sources used and more 
than 1,000 footnotes, this volume can be also considered 
exemplary for its academic review of international organ-
isations.
 Holger Thuss, who wrote the part of the book covering the 
years 1961-2001, described some of his motivations for 
committing himself to such a huge enterprise. He thanked 
his co-author for taking on a substantial part of the work, 
especially the part regarding the project implementation 
with the Centre for European Studies. Holger then shared 
some highlights from EDS’s history. He outlined the key 
events in the life of this organisation and was able to quote 
prestigious publications like the Guardian in doing so. Finally, 
Holger called on today’s youth to stay engaged with the 
European Project and Europe as a whole.
Bence Bauer, author of the section of the book covering the 
years 2001-2011 as well as coordinator of the project, start-
ed by reminding the audience of the significance of Europe 
Day and of important European leaders such as not only 
Robert Schuman, Alcide De Gasperi and Konrad Adenauer 
but also József Antall. His primary purpose in speaking, he 
had to confess, was to convince people to go out and read 
this book. He believed there were two reasons why it was 
important that people read it. The first, as he found out 10 
years ago when he read the book’s first edition, was that it 
teaches people of the broad range of activities EDS offers. 
After reading it he found himself much more appreciative 
of this wonderful organisation and its plethora of activities. 
This book means each 
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June 13th to 17th
Organised by: United Young National Movement (UYNM) and Young Student Organisation Graali (YSO Graali)

9th of May
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RCDS hosted an extraordinary Higher Education and Research PWG meeting. The event took place in Berlin from the 21st to the 25th of March. 
During the first day a presentation on the topic of youth unemployment in Europe lead in the participants to the problems at EU level.
The following day started at the German Parliament where all participants received an insight on the youth unemployment in Germany by Mr. Ralf Brauksiepe, Parliamentary State 
Secretary. The discussion was focused on the professional vocational education as a measure, encouraging youth employment. The second session was facilitated by Mr. Jacques 
Simbsler, Counsellor from the French embassy in Berlin. The focus was put on the French youth employment measures.
Saturday was dedicated to the three working sessions when all members of the PWG discussed the key problems and factors for youth unemployment in the EU. After a short pre-
sentation made by Vice Chairman Zahariev, the co-chairs of the PWG started the session. Upon listing the most important issues, the group focused on existing and new solutions. 

EDS TACKLING 
YOUTH 
UNEMPLOYMENT 
IN BERLIN

Saturday was dedicated to the three working sessions when all members of the PWG discussed the key problems and factors for youth unemployment in the EU. After a short pre-
sentation made by Vice Chairman Zahariev, the co-chairs of the PWG started the session. Upon listing the most important issues, the group focused on existing and new solutions. 

MEMBERS STATISTICS
Vienna Vienna Prague Prague Marseille Marseille Zagreb Zagreb Antwerp Antwerp Berlin Tbilisi
Council PWGs Council PWGs Council PWGs Council PWGs Council PWGs Overall Presence Presence

FR-PD Albania** Present Present Absent Absent Present Present Absent Absent 50%
AG Austria Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Absent Absent 80% Present Absent
YF Belarus Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Absent Absent 80% Absent Absent
CDS Belgium Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Present 100% Absent Absent
EDH Belgium Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Absent 90% Absent Absent
AM SDA 
Bosnia&Herzegovina Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent Present Present Absent Absent 20% Absent Absent
FISS Bulgaria Present Present Absent Absent Present Present Absent Absent Absent Absent 40% Absent Present
MGERB Bulgaria Present Present Present Present Absent Absent Present Present Present Present 80% Absent Present
HAZ Croatia Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent 0% Absent Absent
SO HSS Croatia Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Absent Absent 80% Absent Absent
FPK Protoporia Cyprus Present Present Present Present Present Present Absent Absent Present Present 80% Absent Absent
MK Czech Republic Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Absent Present Present 90% Present Present
KS Denmark Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Absent Absent 80% Present Present
IRLY Estonia Present Present Present Present Present Present Absent Absent Absent Absent 60% Absent Present
TK Finland Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Present 100% Present Present
UNI-MET France Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Present 100% Present Absent
UYNM Georgia* Present Present Present Present 100% Absent Present
YSO Graali Georgia Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Absent Present Present 90% Absent Present
RCDS Germany Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Present 100% Present Present
DAP-NDFK Greece Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Present 100% Absent Absent
Fidesz Youth Hungary Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Present 100% Present Present
FIG/GI (under merger) Italy Present Present Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent 20% Absent Absent
SC Italy* Present Present Present Present 100% Present Absent
YLC Israel Present Present Absent Absent Present Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent 30% Absent Present
FR-LDK Kosovo Present Present Present Present Present Present Absent Absent Present Present 80% Absent Absent
LCYU Latvia Present Present Present Present Present Present Absent Absent Absent Absent 60% Absent Absent
UYO Latvia Present Present Absent Absent Present Present Present Present Absent Absent 60% Absent Absent
JKL Lithuania Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Present 100% Absent Present
YFU of VMRO-DPMNE 
FYROM Present Present Present Present Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent 40% Absent Absent

SDM Malta Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent Present Present 20% Absent Absent
NG PPCD Moldova Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Absent Absent 80% Present Absent
TLDM Moldova Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Present 100% Absent Present
HSF Norway Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Present 100% Absent Present
MK Poland Absent Absent Present Present Present Present Absent Absent Absent Absent 40% Absent Absent
JSD Portugal Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent 0% Absent Absent
CDY-PNTCD Romania Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent 0% Absent Absent
OTPDL Romania Present Present Absent Absent Present Present Absent Absent Present Present 60% Absent Absent
KLiKS Serbia Present Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent 10% Absent Absent
ODM Slovakia Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Absent Present Present 90% Absent Absent
VN ICS Slovakia Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent 0% Absent Absent
SAU Slovenia Present Present Absent Absent Present Present Present Present Present Absent 70% Present Absent
FMSF Sweden Present Present Present Present Present Absent Present Present Absent Absent 70% Present Present
AKPY Turkey Present Present Present Present Absent Absent Present Present Present Absent 70% Absent Absent
USA Ukraine Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Absent Present Present 90% Absent Present
YCEG United Kingdom Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Present Present 100% Absent Present

* Beginning of Membership in Zagreb
** Membership terminated in Zagreb
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Knowledge is Power is an Ancient Greek term used 
throughout the history of Europe. It were the Greek 
swho first understood the necessity of knowledge 
and building of people. After all, Plato discussed the 
perfect ruler as a combination of strength and wis-
dom (knowledge) with certain aspects of upbringing. 
The campaign is based on the Resolution on Higher 
Education in Times of Crises, which was adopted by 
the EPP and is its official position since February 2011. 
This campaign was meant to be different, original, us-
ing new ways and technologies to get into our mem-
ber organisations better and deliver our message to 
as many young people as possible.
The idea to do this campaign came up in the second 
bureau meeting in Jurbise, Belgium in August 2011. 
Following that a small task force consisting of VC 
Narkeviciute, VC Halada, Co-Chairwoman Spurke-
land, Research Officer Johnsen and the Chairman 
was formed. The plan for a public call for short vid-
eo messages depicting how we think knowledge 
is transformed to power. The Mediahero Society, a 
group of passionate film maker students from Hun-
gary, won the competition. The videos depicting the 
transformative nature of knowledge-based activity 
in Europe, in IT, transportation and renewable energy 
sources were produced by the society members and 
aired at the Summer University 2012 in Sopron.
The core message is that in times of crisis, govern-
ments should not cut budgets for higher education 
and research, because we believe that only a knowl-
edge based society with a strong focus on creative 
economy will bring success for Europe. We supported 
convergences of ideas, people and student faculties; 

embraced the Aalto University in Helsinki, for its inno-
vative approach and fulfilment of the dream of Alvar 
Aalto, a great designer and thinker to the future.
We started the campaign on 17 March with the official 
launch at the Congress of HSF Norway in Oslo. The es-
pecially dedicated website eds-knoweldge.eu was the 
first and most important step. TThere we published out 
our online petition asking our members to sign it and 
thus sending a message to the leaders of Europe that 
if they also wish Europe to be successful, that can only 
be achieved by keeping the investment in students at 
the same level as it was before the crisis. We received 
signatures from all states of EDS members but also 
from the US, Canada, Pakistan, India, Thailand, Kenya, 
Ghana, South Africa and Japan.
We received endorsement of President Martens, PM 
Jyrki Katainen of Finland, President Barroso, to name 
a few. This first online campaign had a real awareness 
building impact, got through social media to a wider 
audience than EDS could ever imagine with traditional 
campaigns.
We are glad that the follow up emails sent to all the 
leaders of states in September 2012 will bear so 
many signatures of EDS students, members, activists 
and their friends. The link between a special Twitter 
account and the Facebook page supporting this cam-
paign was extremely helpful in keeping people up to 
date with news in a more convenient way. Posters 
were the only offline publication we made and we 
distributed them to our members in the Winter U in 
Zagreb. Also, our members were asked to print out 
the poster in smaller sizes and spread them around in 
their respective universities. 
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Knowledge is crucial for Europe’s future.

a Europe-wide campaig

n

Join us in securing the future of Europe, visit www.eds-knowledge.eu and let European politicians know knowledge is power.

for Europe’s future.for Europe’s future.
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Member
HSF Norway
UNI-MET France
MK Czech Republic
TK Finland
RCDS Germany
Fidesz Youth Hungary
CDS Belgium
SO HSS Croatia
YCEG United Kingdom
SAU Slovenia
AG Austria
DAP-NDFK Greece
UYNM Georgia
FMSF Sweden
YSO Graali Georgia
KS Denmark
JKL Lithuania
ODM Slovakia
MGERB Bulgaria
EDH Belgium
SC Italy
USA Ukraine
FPK Protoporia Cyprus
FISS Bulgaria
AKPY Turkey
TLDM Moldova
IRLY Estonia
YLC Israel
FR-LDK Kosovo
MK Poland
OTPDL Romania
YF Belarus
FIG/GI (under merger) 
Italy
LCYU Latvia
UYO Latvia
NG PPCD Moldova
FR-PD Albania
YFU of VMRO-DPMNE 
FYROM
KLiKS Serbia
AM SDA Bosnia & 
Herzegovina
HAZ Croatia
SDM Malta
JSD Portugal
CDY-PNTCD Romania
VN ICS Slovakia

members & partners

0 6 12 18 25

 AG Austria
Aktionsgemeinschaft
Postfach 18
1016 Wien
AUSTRIA
www.aktionsgemeinschaft.at
office@aktionsgemeinschaft.at
Chairman: Mr Martin Brenner

 YF Belarus
Young Front
P.O. Box 179
22050 Minsk
BELARUS
www.mfront.net
info@mfront.net 
Chairman: Mr Zmitser Dashkevich 

 CDS Belgium
Christen-Democratische Studenten
Address 
Van Monsstraat 107
3000 LeuvenB
BELGIUM
cdsnationaal.wordpress.com 
Chairman: Mr Joachim Daemen

 EDH Belgium
Etudiants Démocrates Humanistes
Rue des deux églises 41
1000 Bruxelles
BELGIUM
www.lesedh.be
info@lesedh.be
Chairman: Mr Morgan De Clerck

Full Members

CDS
christendemocratische

studenten 
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 UNITY Youth Organisation
VIENOTĪBA Jaunatnes organizācija
Kaļķu iela 28, 
Rīga LV – 1050
LATVIA 
www.vienotiba.lv/jaunatne 
vjo@vienotiba.lvc 
Chairman: Mr Ivars Bandonis

 AM SDA Bosnia & Herzegovina
Youth Association of party of democratic action (SDA)
Maršala Tita 9a/2
71000 Sarajevo
BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA
www.sda.ba
amsda@sda.ba
Chairman: Mr Salmir KAPLAN

 FISS Bulgaria
Federation of Independent Student Societies - FISS  
(Федерация на независимите студентски дружества)
134 Rakovska Str. 
1000 Sofia
BULGARIA
fiss@usa.com
Chairwoman: Ms Konstantina Kiprova

 MGERB Bulgaria 
Mladi Grazhdani za Evropejsko Razvitie na Balgarija
NDK,   Administration building, 17th fl.1 Bulgaria square
1000 Sofia
BULGARIA
mgerb-en.blogspot.com or www.gerb.bg
mgerb@gerb.bg
Chairwoman: Ms Monika Panayotova

 HAZ Croatia
Hrvatska akademska zajednica - Croatian Academic Union
Grada Chicaga 3
10 000 Zagreb
CROATIA
www.haz.hr
haz.croatia@gmail.com
Secretary general: Matija Magerl

 SOHSS Croatia
University Organization of the Croatian Peasant Party (HSS)
Zvonimirova 17/III
10 000, Zagreb
CROATIA
www.sohss.org
Chairman: Mr Mateo Ivanac

 FPK Protoporia Cyprus
FPK Protoporia
P.O. Box 25305
1308 Nicosia
CYPRUS
www.protoporia.org
info@protoporia.org
Chairman: Mr Nicolas Italos

 MK Czech Republic
Mladí Konzervativci - Young Conservatives
Zborovská 42
Praha 5150 00
CZECH REPUBLIC
www.konzervativci.cz
info@konzervativci.cz
Chairman: Mr Jiří Fremr
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 KS Denmark
Konservative Studerende 
Det Konservative Folkeparti
Christiansborg
DK-1240 Copenhagen 
DENMARK 
www.konservativestuderende.dk
Chairwoman: Ms Maria Svejdal

 IRLY Estonia
Pro Patria and Res Publica Union Youth
Wismari 11
Tallinn 10136
ESTONIA
noored.irl.ee
info.noored@irl.ee
Chairwoman: Ms Maria Kasepalu

 TK Finland
Student Union of National Coalition Party Tuhatkunta
Kansakoulukuja 3 A, 3rd floor 
FIN-00100 Helsinki 
FINLAND
www.tuhatkunta.fi or www.kokoomusopiskelijat.fi
toimisto@kokoomusopiskelijat.fi
Chairman: Mr Akseli Hakala

 MÉT France
Mouvement des étudiants
34 Rue Emile Landrin&nbsp
92100 Boulogne 
FRANCE
www.mouvementdesetudiants.fr
contact@mouvementdesetudiants.fr
Chairman: Mr Rémi Martial

 YSO GRAALI Georgia
Young Student Organization Graali
Rustaveli 21
0108 Tbilisi
GEORGIA
yso_graali@yahoo.com
Chairwoman: Ms Mariam Chakhvadze

 RCDS Germany
Ring Christlich-Demokratischer Studenten
Paul-Lincke-Ufer 8b
10999 Berlin
GERMANY
www.rcds.de
buvo@rcds.de
Chairman: Mr Frederik Ferreau

 DAP-NDFK Greece
Dimokratiki Ananeotiki Protoporia - Nea Dimokratiki Foititiki Kinissi 
15 Mesogion, Abelokipi
Athens 
GREECE
www.dap.gr 
info@dap.gr
Secretary General: Sakis Ioannidis

 Fidesz Youth Hungary
Fidesz Youth Section Hungary
Szentkirályi u.
181088 Budapest
HUNGARY
www.ifjusagitagozat.hu
it@fidesz.hu
Chairman: Mr Aron S. Veress

members & partners
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 FIG/GI Italy
Forza Italia Giovani (merger ongoing to Giovane Italia)
Via dell Umilta 36
00187 Roma
ITALY 
www.forzaitaliagiovani.it
info@forzaitaliagiovani.it
Chairwomen: Ms Annagrazia Calabria & Ms Giorgia Meloni

 LCYU Latvia
Latvian Conservative Youth Union
Ausekla str. 11 – 411
Riga LV – 1010
LATVIA
www.lkja.lv 
info@lkja.lv
Chairwoman: Ms Irita Sinuka

 JKL Lithuania
Young Conservative League
L.Stuokos-Gucevičiaus 11
LT- 01122 Vilnius
LITHUANIA
www.jkl.lt
international@jkl.lt
Chairman: Mr Adomas Bužinskas

 YFU of VMRO-DPMNE  
F.Y.R. Macedonia
Youth Forces Union of VMRO-DPMNE
St. Makedonija 17a
1000 Skopje
REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA 
www.vmro-dpmne.org.mk
Chairman: Mr Dime Spasov

 SDM Malta
Studenti Demokristjani Maltin
Dar l-iStudentUniversita’ ta’ Malta
Msida
MALTA
www.sdm.org.mt
info@sdm.org.mt
Chairman: Mr James Cassar

 NG PPCD Moldova
Youth of the Christian Democratic People’s Party (PPCD)
Nicolae Iorga St. no. 5
Chisinau, MD- 2009
MOLDOVA
www.nouageneratie.md
ng@ppcd.md 
Chairman: Mr Victor Ciobanu

 HSF Norway
Høyres Studenterforbund
Postboks 1352 Vika
0113 Oslo
www.hoyrestudent.no
gensek@hoyrestudent.no 
Chairman: Mr Morten Olimb

 MK Poland
Młodzi Konserwatyści
Sz.P. Paweł Poncyljusz
Poseł na Sejm RP (Member of Parliament)
Al. Ujazdowskie 26
00- 478 Warszawa
POLAND
www.mk.org.pl
Chairman: Mr Tomasz Skupienski

members & partners
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 JSD Portugal
Juventude Social Democrata
R. de Buenos Aires 28
1-1200-625 Lisboa
PORTUGAL 
www.jsd.pt, jsd@jsd.pt
Chairman: Mr Duarte Marques

 CDY-PNTCD Romania
Tineret Cerstin Democrat - Partidul National Taranesc Crestin Democrat / 
Christian Democrat Youth of PNTCD
Bd. Carol I, no. 242nd District 
020921- Bucharest
ROMANIA 
www.tcd-pntcd.blogspot.com
tcd.pntcd@gmail.com
Chairman: Mr Alexandru Bejan

 OTPDL Romania
Organizatiaje Tineret a Partidului Democrat – Liberal
Aleea Modrogani nr. 1
Bucharest
ROMANIA
www.ospdl.ro

KLIKS Serbia
Konfederacija Liberalnih i Konzervativnih Studenata
Strahinjića Bana 27
11000 Beograd
SERBIA 
www.kliks.org.yu
kliks@sezampro.yu
Chairman: Mr Vladimir Tadić

 ODM Slovakia
Občiansko Demokratická Mládež
Šancová 70 
813 47 Bratislava
SLOVAKIA
www.odm.sk
info@odm.sk 
Chairman: Mr Ján Bučkuliak

 SAU Slovenia
Slovenska Akademska Unija - Slovenian Academic Union
Jurčičev trg 2
1000 Ljubljana
SLOVENIA
www.sau.si
orazem@sau.si
Chairman: Mr Miha Oražem

 FMSF Sweden
Fria Moderata Studentförbundet
PO Box 2294
SE-103 17 Stockholm
SWEDEN
www.fmsf.se
info@fmsf.se
Chairwoman: Ms Victoria Nilsson

 USA Ukraine
Ukranian Students Association
Prazka str. 33, of.18
02090 Kyiv
UKRAINE
www.yss.org.ua
info@uss.org.ua
Chairman: Mr Stanislav Kutsenko

members & partners
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 YCEG United Kingdom
Young Conservative Europe Group
PO Box 262
New Malden
KT3 4WJ 
UNITED KINGDOM 
www.conservativeeuropegroup.org.uk
info@conservativeeuropegroup.org.uk
Chairman: Mr Matthew Lewis

Affiliate Members

 YLC Israel
Young Likud Congress (YLC)
King George St. 38
Tel-Aviv – Yafo
ISRAEL 
en.netanyahu.org.il 
Chairman: Mr Davidi Hermelin

Observer Members

 SC Italy
StudiCentro
Via Due Macelli 66
00187 Roma
ITALY
www.studicentro.it
info@studicentro.it
Chairman: Mr Virgilio Falco

United Young National Movement
United Young National Movement/  

Chavchavadze avenue N15
Tbilisi 0179
GEORGIA
www.unm.ge
youth@unm.geinternational@unm.ge
Chairman: Mr Vladimer Vardzelashvili

 FR-LDK Kosovo
Youth Forum - Democratic League of Kosova
Kompleksi “Qafa” 
10000 Prishtinë 
KOSOVO
www.ldk-ks.eu/partia/forumi-rinor
frldk.org@gmail.com
Chairman: Mr Armend Ibrahimi

members & partners
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 TLDM Moldova
Liberal Democratic Youth of Moldova/Tineretul Liberal Democrat din Moldova
88 Bucuresti str
MD-2000 Chisinau
MOLDOVA
www.pldm.md
info@tldm.md 
Chairman: Mr George Mocanu

 AKPY Turkey 
AK Parti Youth
Söğütözü Caddesi No:6
PK 06520 Söğütözü/Ankara
TURKEY
www.akgenclik.org.tr
info@akgenclik.org.tr
Chairman: Mr Ismail Karaosmanoglu

EPP
European People’s Party
10 Rue du Commerce,
1000 Bruxelles, Belgium
Tel: +32 285 41 40
Fax: +32 2 285 41 41
Secgen@evppe.be
www.eppe.org

YFJ - Youth Forum Jeunesse
European Youth Forum
120 Rue Joseoh II, 1000
Brussels
Tel: +32 2 230 64 90
Fax: +32 2 230 21 23
youthforumæyouthforum.org
www.youthforum.org

Konrad Adenauer
Foundation
Rathausallee 12, 53757
Sankt Augustin
Tel: +49 22 41 24 6-0
Fax: +49 22 41 24 6-5 91
zentrale@kas.de
www.kas.de

Yepp
Youth of the European
People’s Party
10 Rue du Commerce,
1000 Bruxelles, Belgium
Tel: +32 285 41 63
Fax: +32 2 285 41 65
yepp@evppe.be

IYDU
International Young Democrat Union
iydu@iydu.org
www.iydu.org

Canada
Progressive Conservative
Youth Generation
Tel: +1 40 327 885 58
president@pcyouth.com
www.pcyouth.com

Demyc
Democrat Youth
Community of Europe
Corner of Pindarou and Skokou
– Tymvion Megaron, 1st floor
1308 – Nicosia/Cyprus

Unesco
United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural
Organisation
7 Place de Fontenoy, FR-75352, PAris
Tel: +33 1 456 811 20
Fax: +33 1 444 999 18
www.unesco.org

CRNC
- College Republicans
National Committee
600 Pennsylvania Avenue, SE
Suite 215,
Washington DC
Tel: +18 8 876 535 64
Fax: +12 0 260 814 29
info@crnc.org
www.collegerepublicans.org

Council of Europe European
Youth Foundation
F-67075 Strasbourg Cedex
Tel: +33 3 884 132 93
Fax: +32 3 902 149 64
eyf@coe.int
www.coe.int

Union of the Robert
Schuman Institute
H-1123 Budapest,
ALkotas u.5
Tel: +36 1 202 00 00
Fax: +36 1 201 89 85
schuman.institute@matavnet.hu
www.rschuman.hu

YAF
- Young America’s
Foundation
F.M. Kirby Freedom Centre, 110 
Elden
Street, Herndon, Virgina, 20170 USA
Tel: +18 0 029 292 31
Fax: +17 0 331 891 22
yaf@yaf.org
www.yaf.org
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www.facebook.com/EuropeanDemocratStudents@EurDemStu

prinred version online www.edsnet.eu

European Democrat Students (EDS) is a pan-European centre-right 
student and youth political association representing over 1 600 000 
students in 44 member organisations from 35 countries in Europe. 
It advocates for a free, democratic and united Europe through a 
greater student mobility and comprehensive education policies 
across the continent.

Founded in 1961, EDS is one of the oldest and biggest youth or-
ganisations in Europe. The three pillars of EDS originally stood for 
Conservatism, Liberalism and Christian-Democracy. Today, EDS 
grew into a large family which has an outlook that is various, rich and 
unique, represented by the name ‘Democrat’: Here, student organ-
isations, political youth organisations as well as center-right NGOs 
come together to shape modern centre-right policies for Europe.
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